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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Most energy consuming systems are built to respond to an instantaneous
demand for energy. The energy demand is either determined by human operator
turning a system "on" or by control system sensing need for energy and ini-
tiating steps to satisfy that need. Either way of operation reguires that the
utility supplying energy is able to meet the total instantaneous demand of
all consumers connected to the system. However, the cycles of human and
industrial and commercial activity during a 24-hour period are such that
"peaks" and "valleys" of energy demand occur. Consequently, the utility
must have sufficient capacity to meet the peaks, while some fraction of the
generating equipment will be on standby status during the remainder of the
time. If any of the consumers energy demands can be shifted off the peak
hours, the utility would need a lesser maximum capacity at the peak and the
equipment would be better utilized for the remainder of the time.
The problem of peak-valley energy demand occurrence has been long rec-
ognized. Utilities and others have sought effective storage devices. The
storage device uses surplus capacity to generate energy for storage and
subsequent use during peak hours. Examples are storage cells and pumped
storage systems of use by electric utilities. Another means of control of
the peak is to shift some uses to off-peak times. Some utilities accomplish
this by means of "demand charges" and/or by time-of-day pricing -- lower
rates for off-peak use. Provision of thermal energy for building heating is
a service which could be switched to off-peak by using effective storage
system for the thermal energy. Systems are in use or under study which
convert electrical energy into thermal energy for storage in water, high
temperature ceramic bricks, and phase-change materials.
An apparently cost-effective system for thermal energy storage is in
the earth itself, or, in a bed of sand located on the earth surface below
the floor of a one-story building. Such a system consists of high resistance
cables which are buried in a sand bed. Electrical energy is converted in the
resistance cables into thermal energy during off-peak hours and the sand
serves as the thermal storage medium. The system is designed to allow natural
processes of heat conduction to transfer energy to the floor surface then to
the building when heating is in demand during occupied hours . Numerous of these
systems are reported operating in the USA (1).
The purpose of the work described here is to provide a detailed study of
such a system. The study consists of two parts:
1 - Collection of energy consumption and temperature data for an exist-
ing system.
2 - Development of a heat transfer calculation model and comparison of
its results (temperatures and energy use patterns) to the actual system data.
The ultimate purpose is to use the results of this study as basis for
development of a guide for designers of such systems in areas similar to
Kansas in climate and soil properties.
The existing system which was studied is one installed in a warehouse
area at Kansas Power and Light Service Center in Olathe, KS. The system was
installed (47 kw) in 1981 when the center was built.
The computer program is a two-dimensional, transient, finite difference
representation of storage bed, building, and surrounding earth both adjacent
to and under the building floor.
CHAPTER II
DESCRIPTION
Building Description
The Kansas Power and Light Service Center's (KP&L's) warehouse is an
80' X 75' X 17' metal building with its roof insulated to R-30, wall insulated
to R-13, and footing insulated to R-6. The south wall is adjacent to the
independently heated office building. The north wall is concrete to the 7.5
foot height with earth berm. The west wall is sheltered by a roof covered
truck loading dock. The east wall is exposed to outside air; and its floor is
at grade level. A typical building cross section is shown in Figure 1.
Location of heating mats is shown on the plan view in Figure 2. The
heating mats are controlled in two zones by separate thermostats. The thermo-
stat located inside the building activates the heating mat during the hours
4:00 p.m. to 8:00 a.m. whenever the thermostat sensor temperature drops below
65°F.
The heating mats are at 1.5 feet below the floor surface. A 36' X 3'
single mat is rated at 1965 watts (208 volts and 9.45 amperes). The total for
all heating mats in the building is 47 kw.
For purposes of the experiment, KP&L metered electrical input to heater
mats at 1/2 hour intervals, and provided data monthly showing time and kw-
demand.
Temperature information was gathered from thermocouples located as shown
in Figure 3. For below-grade measurement, the Cu-Cn thermocouples are mounted
on 12' oak pole. The pole was placed inside a 4" bored hole. This thermo-
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Figure 2. Heating Hat Layout and Pole Locations Beneath Building.

couple design was checked against a different design using a spring loaded
mechanism which insured contact with the side of bore hole. The preliminary
tests showed no difference in temperatures between the two methods.
There are six poles and six bored holes. Two are inside building, and
four others are outside. The outside 4" holes were drilled to 12 foot depth;
the pole was inserted into the bored hole and the hole was filled with dirt
from the original hole boring. The two inside 4" holes were bored through
floor to 10 and 4 foot depth. The pole was inserted and the hole was back-
filled with sand. The 10 foot thermocouple pole was located at the center of
the building. The 4 foot thermocouple pole was located 1 foot away from the
north foundation wall. The 4 foot bored hole depth was limited by a rein-
forcement bar encountered in the footing. Other thermocouples were taped to
floor, wall, and ceiling surfaces as well as suspended in the building air at
the locations shown in Figure 3.
All thermocouples were brought to the 40 channel data logger (Monitor Labs
Inc., Model 9350) located on the balcony above the shop and storekeeper office
area. The logger printer paper was changed by KP&L personnel who also moni-
tored operation of data collection system. Additionally, after initial instal-
lation of equipment, several trips were made to the site to check operation and
calibration of the equipment.
Model Description
The heat balance model is shown in figure 4. Electrical energy sunpl ied to
the resistance mat is converted into thermal energy, QHeat. The thermal
energy is divided into four portions. The first portion, heat gain, QF, is
useful heat supplied to building by convection and radiation from the floor
surface. The second portion is heat storage, QS, in the sand bed. The other
two portions, considered heat losses, are QE and QB conducted through founda-
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Figure 4. Heat Transfer Pattern and Portions.
tion wall and the earth, respectively. The temperature pattern in a two-
dimensional grid is required to calculate the heat flows.
The useful heat (QF) is supplied to offset the heating load of building
and serves to maintain the desired building air temperature. The heating load
is equal to building heat loss due to heat transmission through building
walls and ceiling. Ventilation and infiltration are neglected in the model.
The energy for thermal storage is accumulated in the sand bed when the
heating system is on during the off-peak time. This heat resource acts as the
heat supply for all heat gains and losses (QF, QB, and QE) when the heating
system is turned off during occupied hours.
The heat losses are the heat conducted through the foundation (edge)
horizontally and through the bottom (earth) underneath sand bed vertically;
these are referred to as edge loss and bottom loss, respectively. The edge
loss, QE is determined as the heat conduction through a cross-sectional area
extending from the floor to the boundary indicated by dotted line in Figure 4.
The bottom loss, QB, is determined as the heat conduction through a cross-
sectional area extending from the foundation plane to the center line of the
building, as also shown in Figure 4. Simple heat balance equations are shown
below.
For operation period, (BTU/hr)
Heat input = heat losses + heat storage
QHeat = QF + QB + QE + qs
For non-operation period, (BTU/hr)
Heat storage heat losses
-QS « QF + QB + QE .
CHAPTER III
COMPUTER MODEL DEVELOPMENT
One purpose of this thesis was to develop a mathematical model to be used
to predict the transient temperatures and heat loss for the entire building,
including the underfloor portion. The model was to be easily changeable to
adapt to a parametric study of the building and heating system. A variable
time step iteration technique was used to solve the transient two-dimensional
heat conduction finite difference equations in an explicit form.
The following discussion of program development consists of four sec-
tions. First, the literature is reviewed for material used to determine
boundary conditions for the model. An expression for undisturbed soil tempera-
ture for use in the bottom and side boundary conditions is discussed. The
literature on soil material properties and on climate conditions is reviewed.
Also, the existing literature on underground heat loss calculation is reviewed
for comparison to the method selected for this study.
Secondly, the detail of the mathematical model and solution of the
resulting equations is discussed. The third section explains the two program
cases developed: berm and no-berm. Finally, energy balance introduced
into the program for heat flow analysis is discussed.
Literature Review
Soil Temperature and Climate
Four boundary conditions are required for solution of the modeling
equations. Two of these, the deep-ground temperature below the storage bed
and the undisturbed earth temperature in the area adjacent to the building,
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are determined from the expression given below. This expression is in common
use and has been shown to accurately determine soil temperatures in various
geographic locations (2).
T(y,t) Tm - As-exp(-yU/365A) 1/2 ) • Cos(2Trn/365 - y(;r/365A) 1/2 - D)
where:
T(y,t): Ground temperature at depth y and time t (°F)
Tm: Annual average soil temperature (°F)
As: Annual earth surface temperature amplitude (°F)
exp: Exponent in "e" base
D: Phase angle of annual cycle (Rad)
y: Depth of the earth from surface soil (ft)
n: Day number of the date in the year (Day, Jan 1 =1)
A: Soil thermal diffusivity (ft 2/Day)
Additionally, a daily average air temperature can be derived from the
undisturbed soil temperature expression. The air temperature is assumed to be
close to the soil surface temperature; the parameters of this equation are
given by air temperature data.
Ta = Tma - Asa • Cos( (2wn/365) - Da)
where:
Ta: Daily average air temperature at day n (°F)
Tma: Annual average air temperature (°F)
Asa: Annual amplitude of air temperature (°F)
n: Day number of the date in the year (Day)
Da: Phase angle of annual cycle (Rad)
Some desired parameters for both expressions above at particular loca-
tions are listed in Table 1. These are taken from ASHRAE Transaction, Vol. 71. (2)
TABLE 1
PARAMETERS OF SOIL AND AIR TEMPERATURE EXPRESSIONS
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LOCATION SOIL PARAMETERS AIR PARAMET ERS
TM °F AS °F A FT 2/DAY 3 RAD TMA 5 F ASA 5r DA RAD
Manhattan, KS 55 27 0.624 0.51 54 26 0.61
Burlington, IA 54 26 0.336 0.57 54 26 0.59
Kansas City, KS 54 22 0.624 0.56 -- --
Columbus, OH 53 22 ... 0.65 53 23 0.60
Salt Lake City, UT 51 21 0.84 0.48 51 23 0.59
Lexington, KY 55 23 0.60 0.60 56 22 0.60
;
TABLE 2
MATERIAL PROPERTIES*
Material
s
T (°F) Thermal Conductivity
K (BTU/FT-KR-'F)
Density
d (Lbm/FT 3 )
Heat Capacity
Cp (BTU/Lbm°F)
:
Reference
Air 68 0.0146 0.0735 0.2406 (14) p. 5.9
Clay 68 0.739 91.0 0.21 (12) p. 555
Concrete
Insulation
- Broad
68
75
0.47 - 0.81
(0.75)
0.028
119 - 144
(140)
17
(0.21)
0.19
(12) a 555
(14) a 23.15i
Blanket &
Batt 75 0.0256 2 0.22 (14) a 23. 14.
Sand
Soilstone
Steel
(Mild)
68
32
1.14 - 1.41
(1.28)
0.94 - 1.20
(1.07)
26.5
100 - 112.4
(106)
135 - 144
(140)
490
(0.2)
(0.17)
0.11
(15) a 231
(15) a 555
(16) a 593
* Values in parentheses are chosen to use in model.
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Soil Properties
For numerical solution of the model equations, thermal properties of
sand, sandstone, and concrete are required. These prooerties consist of
thermal conductivity K (BTU/ft-hr-°F), heat capacity Cp (BTU/Lbm- 3 F) , and
density d (Lbm/ft3 ). These properties vary with the percentage of moisture
contained in the soil. However, in this study the percentage of moisture is
assumed to be constant. The variation in results as a function of properties
is discussed later when K-values between the range of minimum and maximum
shown in the table are considered (see K-values in Table 2). Additional
information on the influence of percentage of moisture is found in the paper
by Gerpen and Shapiro (3).
Previous Studies of Soil Heat Transfer
There are many authors who have done work on soil heat transfer associa-
ted with slab on/below-grade buildings. Various methods to solve the heat
transfer equations have been used. Szydlowski (4) used two-dimensional,
transient, heat conduction equations. The solution for Cartesian coordinates
was obtained by using an alternating-direction, implicit iteration technique.
Shipp, Pfender, and Bligh (5) also used a transient two-dimensional heat
conduction model, solving the finite difference equations by means of an
iterative procedure in which the grid points of a single column are evaluated
simultaneously. Shen and Ramsey (6) used a Fourier-series Boundary Method to
solve the heat-conduction equation with a least squares technique. Drucker
and Cheng (7) used an electronic analog computer for a one-dimensional heat
transfer model. Kusuda and Achenbach (8) used a finite-difference, time-
iteration method to solve the three-dimensional transient iieat conduction
equation. Wang ( 9) used the finite element approach to analyze a two-
dimensional heat conduction problem with the differential equation converted
14
into an integral equation. Shipp's (5) work found that the transient two-
dimensional heat conduction model achieved good accuracy compared to measured
data. The finite difference routine required grid spacings smaller than one
foot between grid points.
None of the authors above discussed the disadvantage or advantage of the
two-dimensional to the three-dimensional representation. Recently, Delsante,
Stokes, and Walsh (10) have done work on heat flow into the ground under a
building. Their report used non-steady state two-dimensional and three-
dimensional representations of heat flow into the ground. They used the two-
dimensional solution and showed that it provided an accurate approximation of
the three-dimensional non-steady state heat flow solution obtained with the
aid of Fourier transforms. Their results were compared to the results of some
authors mentioned above. The report indicated two-dimensional results differ
approximately 4% from the three-dimensional results.
After careful study and discussion of all the above valuable literature,
the model of this report was developed using the two-dimensional transient
heat conduction equation. The solution method was by a forward step time-
iteration method. The primary motive for these selections was that sufficient
accuracy for purposes of this study could be maintained without the excessive-
ly expensive computer time required by the three-dimensional model.
Finite Difference Model
The model is developed into the two regions for which the floor surface
is the dividing line
- upper- and underslab regions. The upperslab region
model is developed as a lumped parameter system. The underslab region model
is developed as a two-dimensional heat transfer region. Both regions use the
time step iteration to solve for temperatures.
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Heat Transfer of Upper Slab Region
The concepts of heat convection, radiation, and conduction using
transient state are used in the upper slab region to solve for the
temperatures. To do this, well established heat transfer
expressions are used to obtain radiative and convective coefficients. Then
with these coefficients, building temperature expressions can be solved for
the next building temperatures.
Coefficient Expressions:
Coefficient parameters consist of radiative and conductive coefficients.
The building ceiling area and the wall area are considered as a single
surface. The entire building shape is assumed to be a dome shape for calcu-
lating the radiative coefficient. Since the assumed surface is convex, the
angle factor (F) between the floor and the ceiling wall surface equals unity.
Using an electrical analogy and Kirchoff's law (11), slab radiation (QR)
is calculated by:
QR » (AFatTF 1* - TB"))/R = AF-HR(TF - TB)
where:
a = Stefan-Boltzmann constant = 0.1713 X 10" 8 BTU/hr-ft 2-^ 1*
Thermal resistance, R « [p/e]f 1oor + 1/F + [p/e] bui ldi ng 1
Slab
Concrete ' Angle
j
Roof
Surface | Factor i Surface
l>/ £ ]slab ! ] / p l[p/e]bldg
where:
Reflectance
Emi ttance
Angle Factor
Also, assuming that dome surface and slab are black bodies, then * * 1.
Thus, R = 1
From the slab expression,
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o(TF" - TB L )(TF - TB)/(TF - TB) = HR(TF - TB)
where:
HR = a[JF u - TB U )/(TF - TB).
The convective coefficient expression involves vertical and horizontal
surfaces (ASHRAE Fundamental 1981,- p. 2.12).
Vertical : HI = 0.19(TI - TB) - 33
Horizontal: K2 = 0.22(TF - TI) - 33 and H3 = 0.22(TI - TB) - 33
A combined radiative-conductive coefficient used for ambient air equals
6.0 BTU/hr-ft 2 -°F for winter (ASHRAE Fundamental 1981).
Building Temperature Expressions :
The expression for building heat transfer involves the inside building
surface temperature (TB) and inside air temperature (TI), along with the
inside and outside wall surface temperatures, TWI and TWO. All expressions
are based on the transient energy balance concept' (Fig. 5,6,7). The thermal
transmittance of the dome (UB) is the weighted average transmi ttance value
of the ceiling and above-grade wall (Appendix B).
Building temperature is given:
TB*= (Atl/VB-DB-CPB)[H2-AR(TI - TB) + HI -AW(TI - TB) + HR-AF(TF - TB) +
UB-AB(T0 - TB)] + TB
The product of building density (DB - Lbm/ft 3 ) and heat capacity
(CpB - BTU/Lbm°F) is determined from a weighted average product (D X Cp) of
each material involved with each volume. VB is dome ceiling volume (ft 3 )
(Appendix B).
Inside air temperature depends on building temperature (TB) and average
slab temperature (TF). TF is the average of all slab node temperatures (33
nodes)
.
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TI* « (Atl/VAIR-DA-CPA)[AR-H2-(TB - TI) + AW-H1-(TB - TI) + AF-H2- (TF - TI )]
+ TI
Inside wall surface temperature (TWI) (figure 7) is:
TWI* = (Atl/VIW-DW-CPW)[(KW-AW/WT)(TWO - TWI) + (HI + HR) -AW- (TI - TWI)] + TWI
where:
KW: Wall thermal conductivity (BTU/hr-f t-°F)
WT: Wall thickness (ft)
VIW: Insulated wall volume (ft 3 )
DW: Wall density (Lbm/ft 3 )
CPW: Wall heat capacity (BTU/Lbm-°F)
Atl : Time interval for upperslab region (hr)
Outside wall surface temperature (TWO) is:
TWO* = (Atl/VIW-DW-CPW)[KW-AW-(TWI - TW0)/WT + AW-H0-(T0 - TWO)] + TWO
where:
VIW
DW
CPW
WT
HO
Wall volume (ft 3 )
Wall density (Lbm/ft 3 )
Wall heat capacity (BTU/Lbm-°F)
Wall thickness (ft)
Combined radiative and wind convective coefficient (BTU/ft 2-hr-'F)
Heat Transfer of Underslab Region
The principle used to solve temperature nodes is based on the
procedure that Karlekar and Desmond (12) used in their textbook -the prin-
ciple of conservation energy. This principle is applied to derive a set of
finite difference equations in explicit form. A variable time step iteration
technique is used to achieve the solutions. The equations are written for a
finite number of discrete points within the body and on its surface. The
Dome Ceil ing
Ambient Air
Transmittance,UE
19
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equations describe transient, two-dimensional heat transfer. Typically, the
process to determine the temperature distributions consists of two steps --
formulation of the modeling equations and execution of the numerical method.
Modeling Equations:
Figure 8 shows the geometry, boundary conditions, and physical properties
of the system being modeled. Its geometry is a rectangular shape that is 10.5
feet deep, 50.0 feet long, and 1 foot wide. The rectangular body has four
boundaries. The right side vertical boundary is at the centerline of a sym-
metrical area and is assumed to be an insulated boundary. The left side
vertical boundary is 12 feet away from the building edge and is assumed to
have the undisturbed soil temperatures increasing from 30.8°F at the surface
to 55.9°F at 10.5 feet deep, as mentioned in the previous section.
The top boundary contacting outside and inside air of the building is
divided into too portions. First, the outside portion extends from the wall
to the undisturbed soil surface temperature node. Combined radiative and
forced convective processes relate it to the ambient temperature, TO. The
inside portion begins with the building edge (node 33), as shown in Figure 8,
and continues to the centerline. This portion consists of radiation to the
ceiling at temperature, TB and natural convection to the inside air at
temperature, TI.
The bottom boundary is assumed to be at the undisturbed soil temperature
for a depth of 10.5 feet. In this case, the bottom boundary is at a constant
temperature of 55.9°F horizontally.
All required properties specified in Figure 8 are listed in Table 2. The
nodal temperatures are labeled T with subscript numbers from 1 to 600 and
unning from right to left as shown in Figure 9 for the case of slab-on-grade.
For the case of an earth embankment (berm), a set of temperature equations
r
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labeled S is used in addition to the "no-berm" equations. S has subscript
numbers from 1 to 32 running from right to left as shown in Figure 10. In the
berm case, the boundary conditions are different from the no-berm case only
on the left side boundary where its boundary condition is given by the undis-
turbed soil temperature equation at varying depths as mentioned in the
previous section. For the berm case, the undisturbed earth temperature
difference between 7 foot depth (level with the floor) and 10.5 foot depth is
distributed evenly among the 13 nodes.
The area available for heat conduction between two adjacent nodes is the
area of the interface between those two nodes. For heat convection, the area
is that of the qrid surface contacting the air. The area available for heat
radiation is the area of the element surface facing the dome ceiling area.
The thermal conductivity and density of materials varies very slightly
with the temperature differences for two adjacent nodes. However, the thermal
conductivity and density are assumed constant because of the small temperature
variations expected. Also, thermal conductivity and the product of density
and heat capacity between two adjacent nodes in which there are different mate-
rials are evaluated by the weighted average method described in Appendix B.
Every heterogeneous grid (e.g. node 33, 41, 121, etc. in Figure 9) requires
this treatment.
Temperature Distribution Expressions:
Fourier's Law is applied to the underslab region. The underslab region is
simulated as shown in Figure 9 for the no-berm case and in Figure 10 'or the
berm case. In the no-berm case, the body is divided into a grid pattern which
subdivides it into the finite numbers of elements and points called nodes.
There is a total of 600 nodes and two different sizes of elements. The size of
each underslab element is 9" X 14" where the elements included in the envelope
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are from node 1 left to node 33, down to node 593, right to node 561, then up
to node 1. The other size is a 9" X 24" element that envelops the outside
building soil region. The shared nodes, 34 down to 594, contain both sizes.
An energy balance is written for each node element. Heat energy is
assumed to flow into an internal element P(i,j) (Figure 8) by conduction from
the left, from the right, from the top, and from the bottom. The algebraic
sum of all four of these contributions must be equal to the change of internal
energy of the element P(i,j,) under transient conditions.
For a top boundary element, heat energy flows into the element by conduc-
tion from the left, from the right, from the bottom, and by radiation and
convection from the top. The corner elements at the top boundary are treated
specially. Heat energy flows into the insulated boundary element by conduction
from the left, the top, and the bottom only. At the right and bottom bounda-
ries, there is no heat energy balance required because the temperature condi-
tion is specified.
In the case of many heterogeneous interior nodes involving the above
equation, it is kept in the form of integration proceeding for the nodal point
P and its nodal coordinates (i,j). For the general point P(i,j) (see Figure S
and Appendix B) the equation is:
Ki-r4y-M T1-1,j - T i;j )/Ax + Ki + i-Ay.l.(T i+1)j - Tj j )/Ax + Kj.vAX-1 •
(T i,J-l " T i,j )/Ay + Kj+r Ax-M Ti,j+l - Ti,j)/4y = o-Cp-dx.-iy-MT'^j -
T
1sJ
)/4t
where:
Ax: Element length (ft)
Ay: Element height (ft)
K: Thermal conductivity (BTU/hr-ft-°F)
p: Density (Lbm/ft 3 )
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c: Heat capacity (BTU/Lbm-°F)
At: Time elapsed from t time to (t + At) time (hr)
The superscript (*) indicates future time, t + At
At mat nodal points, an internal heat generation q (BTU/hr-ft 2 ) is
added to the left side of the equation above by the term (q-Ax-Az where
Az is unity).
For the special elements, one or two terms of the heat conduction equa-.
tion above may be replaced by radiation terms and/or convection terms. One
term of heat flow from the right of the insulated nodal point is eliminated.
One term of conductive heat flow from the top is altered by two terms of con-
vection and radiation for slab surface elements. Similarly, one term of heat
conduction is replaced by a combined radiative and convective term on soil
surface elements.
All general heat transfer equations, except the internal nodal equation
already given above, are listed in Appendix B for each particular element
type.
A large number of the heat transfer equations -- 600 equations -- are
required to determine the temperature distributions. Thus, it becomes imprac-
tical to solve this large set of simultaneous algebraic equations by using an
implicit formulation (12). For instance, a subroutine SIMO or MINV for the
inverse of the matrix plus GMPRD for the multiplication of the matrix can be
used directly on the IBM computers to obtain the solutions. However, the
machine storage and time requirements would be excessive. The use of the
number of equations may be reduced by using an irregular grid to reduce the
number of elements. The grid could be made finer for the nodes that are close
to the footing region and made coarser at the nodes away from the footing.
However, there is an uncertainty concerning how to regulate the spacing and of
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its effect on the accuracy of the temperature distribution. Additionally, a
uniform grid was essential in order to exercise and evaluate the program by
comparison to Billington's data (13). Consequently, a regular mesh was pre-
ferred here.
The solution of unsteady-state problems using the numerical method
proceeds from "present" to "future" by using small increments of time. The
smaller the time increment used, the greater the resulting accuracy (12).
However, if the large increment of time step is used, this will lead to an
instability and eventual divergence. To avoid this instability, an implicit
formulation may be used, but it involves solving simultaneous equations at
each time step (12). Once again, the computer capacity and cost are questioned
for solving a 600 X 600 matrix. Consequently, the heat transfer equations
were arranged in an explicit formulation, using the iteration method for
solution.
Using the explicit form, the heat transfer equation can be rewritten as
below, where all future temperatures T*(^ ;) at time (t + At) are put on the
left side of the expression.
T*
1fj •(lt/B-Cp-ix-Ay)*[Ki .i Ay(Ti.i f j - Tij0-)/4x + K1+1 • Ay-(Ti+ljJ -
Titj )/Ax + Kj_i • AX-(T1fj _i - T1fj )/4y + Kj+1 ftx.(T1fJ+l - T i>j)/4y] +
T i,j
A similar form to that above was used for each boundary node expression.
Altogether, the set of temperature expressions is formed for the underslab
region as shown in Appendix C.
The Gauss-Seidel method (12) was used to solve these two sets of expres-
sions, one for the aboveslab region and the other for the underslab region.
The two regions require different time steps. The variant time step, as well
as two independent model cases are discussed below.
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Two Cases of Program Model
There is a separate program model developed for each of the two models.
The two types of the building structure are only different at the side
adjacent to the berm. The first case -- no-berm -- represents a slab built on
grade level and having its walls insulated. The second case is the building
slab built 7 feet below grade level, where the below-grade wall has 8 inch
concrete thickness; this is referred to as the berm building. There is a
slight difference in the Gauss-Seidel method applied to these two cases of
program model s.
No-Berm Program Model
In the temperature distribution expression section, above, expressions were
derived for the no-berm case. To begin the solution of temperatures by the
iteration method, initial conditions are assumed. The floor node temperature
is assumed to be 75°F and the bottom boundary temperature is 55.9°F. The
intermediate temperatures underslab only are decreased by linear proportion
from 75°F to 55.9°F. The soil node temperatures are assumed to be equal to
the undisturbed soil temperatures, related to the depths. The value HR is
initially assumed to be 1.04 BTU/f t 2 -hr-°F, and HC = 0.22, 0.24, 0.19 BTU/ft 2 -
hr-°F for ceiling, floor, and wall respectively. The radiative-convecti ve
coefficient is HO = 6 BTU/ft 2 -hr-°F; bui lding temperature, TB = 72°F; inside
air temperature, TI = 73°F; inside wall temperature, TWI = 71.5°F; outside
wall temperature, TWO = 31.0°F; outside ambient temperature, TO = 30.7°F
(January 6, 1985), and heat input, QHeat = 13.5 BTU/hr-ft 2 . All these assumed
values are used in the right side of the underslab temperature expressions,
and the new set of the temperature T*s is obtained. The new slab surface node
temperatures then are averaged to get a new TF . Next, the assumed values of
TB, TI, HR, HCs, and new TF are fed into the right side of the upperslab
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expressions to solve for the new TB, TI, TUI, TWO, HR, and HCs (Figure 6).
Finally, these new TB, TI HR, HCs, and T*s replace all the originally assumed
values for use in the second iteration, and a new set of T*s is obtained by
once again employing the underslab temperature expressions (Appendix 8). The
iterative process is repeated until 24 iterations are completed per day for 4
days. (See Appendix C.
)
Berm Program Model
The Gauss-Seidel method is once again applied to solve the heat transfer
equations for the berm case model. This program model added 32 more nodes
into the no-berm program mode. This means there are 32 more heat transfer
equations which are derived for the temperature distributions of the berm
(Figure 10). The function of these added equations is summarized in Figure 5.
The temperatures are indicated by symbol S(j).
Internal node equation is given below for j = 21 (Figure 10):
S*(j) = (At/Ax-AyD-Cp)[K22-Ax(S22 - S21)/Ay + K20-Ax-(S20 - S21 )/Ay +
K13-Ay(S13 - S21)/Ax + K29-Ay-(S29 - S21)] + S21
The complete set of the berm temperature equations is listed in Appendix
C.
The process to achieve the temperature solutions is the same as the
process mentioned in the no-berm model previously. Proper determination of
time step is essential to satisfy the stability criterion of the solution
procedure. This procedure is required due to the stability of temperatures
because two regions have a difference of time interval where other factors are
fixed in S(j) or T(k)'s coefficient term as in the above rearranged equation.
The time step is set differently for the upDer- and underslab expressions.
The time step is set equal to 1.0 hour for underslab expressions. The time
step is set equal to 0.2 hours for upperslab expressions. The upperslab
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expressions have 5 iterations for each one iteration of the underslab
expressions.
Energy Balance of System
Once the temperature distribution of the uDper- and underslab is obtained,
the heat flow rate can be calculated at each location. The heat loss equa-
tions are the same for both the berm and no-berm models except that a wall
heat loss (OLoadl) is required additionally for the heat load of berm case.
For the underslab region: (See Figures 11 and 12.)
Heat input » Heat output + Storage
OHeat = QE + QB + QF + QS
For upperslab region:
Heat gain through slab • Heat loss to building + Storage
QF = QLoad + QLoadl + Storage
QLoadl « for no-berm case.
Because of the slight change of the temperatures and the relatively
small thermal capacitance, the changes of internal energy are neglected for
the inside air temperature node (TI) and for the building temperature node
(TB).
A constant heat input (QHeat = 13.5 BTU/ft 2 -hr) is supplied to the mat
nodes for the 16 hours from 4:00p.m. to 3:00a.m. of the next day. The system
is off (QHeat » 0) for the remaining time of the day.
The amount of heat flow (QF) is the heat gain by the building for heatina'
purposes. This heat gain (QF) is determined as the sum of radiation and con-
vection heat transfers from node 1 to node 33. Heat storage (QS) serves as
the heat source supplying heat (QF) during the off-period. Similarly, the
edge loss (QE) and soil loss (QB) are the total of all the conduction heat
transfer from node 33 to node 553 and from node 521 to 553, respectively. The
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Figure 11. Heat Flow Configuration of Berm Case.
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Figure 12. Heat Flow Configuration of No-Berm Case.
heat storage term (QS) is the sum of the individual storage amounts for the
nodes inside the shaded areas. The heat loss (QLoad) of the building is
calculated from the product of average overall building transmi ttance and the
difference between outside and inside temperatures. The heat loss through
berm (OLoadl) is a part of QLoad and is calculated separately.
CHAPTER IV
VERIFICATION OF COMPUTER PROGRAM
The computer model calculated results for temperatures and heat flows
used to compare with the measured results are presented in this chapter. A
comparison is presented for two design days for the model and measured data.
An early fall day in November and a late winter day in January are chosen.
The computed and measured temperatures are presented in Figures 13, 14, 15,
and 16. The computed and measured heat flows are shown in Table 3.
Early Fall Comparison
The design day used for both computed and measured results is November 12,
1984. The ambient air temperatures at the site were recorded as 55'F (12.7
°C) maximum, and 36°F (2.2°C) minimum. A temperature of 45 3 F (7.2°C) was
recorded at 7:00 p.m. the same day. The rest of measured temperatures are
shown in Figure 13 at the end of a 16-hour operating period (at 3:00 a.m.),
and in Figure 14 at the end of 8 hours of nonoperation (at 4:00 p.m.). A
constant heat input of 13.5 Btu/hr ft 2 is used while the existing system
operated.
The calculated results are also presented in Figures 13 and 14 for same
hour and day. Both computed and measured heat flows are listed in Table 3
and identified by the subtitle of early fall. The same heat input (13.5
Btu/hr ft 2 ) was used in the calculation, and the ambient air temperature was
assumed 49.2°F (9.5°C), constantly for the 24-hour period.
From Figures 13 and 14, the inside air temperature of the building
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(channel 37) is seen to vary 4°F during occupied hours (9 a.m. - 5 p.m.),
while the computed temperature varied 0.4°F for the same period. However,
both inside air temperatures are almost the same at the end of occupied
hours (0.4°F in difference). The building ceiling temperature (channel 16)
varied 4.1°F while computed temperature varied 0.3°F during this period.
Also, both temperatures are within 0.2°F of each other at the end of period.
The floor temperatures (channel 15) behave in the same way as inside air
temperatures, but the difference between measured and computed at the end of
8-hour period is 3.7°F. In summary, these computed temperatures in the
building are not very sensitive to change while the measured temperatures
are more sensitive to variation during 8-hour period. Note here that the
building used an electrical back-up heating system suspended under ceiling
which was used sometimes (use pattern unknown).
The measured mat-level temperatures (channel 30) are essentially constant
during occupied hours (0.1°F change) while the computed values vary somewhat
over the same period (3°F change). Calculated and measured temperatures
differ only 1.7°F at the end of 8-hour period.
Deeper soil temperatures under slab show a greater difference between
measured and computed data. The computed temperatures are lower than the
measured temperatures by an average value of 7 °F . This is due to the under-
building soil being heated by early fall operation of the heating system. The
initial condition for computation of soil temperatures is the calculated
undisturbed soil temperatures. These undisturbed soil temperatures are much
lower than the actual values because an excessive number of iterations would
be necessary to provide the necessary "heating" effect. The long time lag
for soil heating is illustrated in Figure 17. The deeper soil temperatures'
computed and measured values are not much different for the soil adjacent to
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building wall and foundation where the effect of mat operation has little
effect.
The measured and computed temperatures of the soil adjacent to building
wall and concrete have a similar pattern except for those temperatures near
the surface. The average measured upper soil temperatures vary about 2.5°F
during 8-hour period while the computed temperatures d,re nearly constant.
Both temperatures have the same pattern of variation of temperatures after 8
hours below the 2 foot depth. Neither calculated nor measured temperatures
are very sensitive to change during this period.
The difference between computed and measured temperatures at the top
level around building is affected by the change of ambient air temperature.
The computed ambient air temperature was held constant at 49.2°F. Thus, the
computed temperatures do not change. The recorded air temperature varies
with its minimum value (36°F) occurring at 6:00 a.m. and its maximum value
(55°F) occurring at 4:00 p.m. This pattern of variation is indicated in
Figure 18 from observation of the air temperature at Manhattan, KS. This
natural behavior of air temperature affects the recorded upper soil tempera-
tures as shown in the Figures.
Late Winter Comparison
The design day used for both computed and measured results is January
27, 1984. The ambient air temperature at the site was recorded as 37"F
(2.8°C) maximum and 25"F (-3.9°C) minimum. Also, a temperature of 31 5 F
(-0.6°C) was recorded at 7:00 p.m. the same day. The rest of measured tem-
peratures are presented in Figure 15 at the end of a 16-hour operating
period (at 8:00 a.m.), and in Figure 16 at the end of an 8-hour nonoperating
period (at 4:00 p.m.). A constant heat input of 13.5 Btu/hr ft 2 is used
while the existing system operated.
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Figure 18. Average Air Temperature Pattern of Manhattan, KS
for December 1-15, 1984.
The calculated results are also presented in Figures 15 and 16 for
same hour and day. Both calculated and "measured" heat flows are listed in
Table 3 and identified by the subtitle of late winter. The same heat input
(13.5 Btu/hr ft 2 ) was used in the calculation. The ambient air temperature
was assumed 28.TF (-2.2°C), constant for the 24-hour period.
From Figures 15 and 16, the inside air temperatures of the building
(channel 37) is seen to vary 5.6'F for the measured results compared to 0.1
for computed results over the occupied period (9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.).
Replacing the inside air temperature of the building (channel 37) by air
temperature at another location (channel 36), the temperature comparison is
much closer. The building ceiling temperature (channel 16) varied 5.5'F
while computed temperature varied only 0.2°F for the same occupied hours.
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However, the comparison of these computed and measured temperatures of
building air (channel 37) and ceiling (channel 16) is nearly identical
(Figure 15, 0.5°F and 0.3°F difference for air and ceiling temperatures
respectively) at the start of the occupied period.
The floor temperatures (channel 15) behave correspondingly for computed
and measured results. The differences of 1°F between calculation and
measurement is at 9:00 a.m. and 1.9°F is at 5:00 p.m. However, 1.1 °F and
0.2°F changes occurred during an 8-hour period for the computed and measured
temperatures. As mentioned in the previous section, the existing building
used an electrical back-up heating system whose use pattern was unknown;
this interfered with these comparisons of temperatures.
The measured mat-level temperatures (channel 30) are essentially constant
during an 8-hour period (0.3 F change) while the computed temperatures vary
3.2 F over the same period. However, the variance of measured and computed
temperatures is similar over the same period at channels 33, 35, 32, and 38.
But there is noteable difference between the measured and computed temperatures
Differences of this magnitude also occurred at the locations outside the build-
ing but inside the berm below 3 foot depth. As previously explained, these
differences between computed and measured temperatures are due to the under-
building soil being heated by early operating of the heating system. Addi-
tionally, the initial condition for computation of soil temperatures is the
calculated undisturbed soil temperatures. The undisturbed soil temperatures
are much lower than the actual values because an excessive number of
iterations would be essential to provide the necessary "heating" effect. The
long time lag for soil heating is illustrated in Figure 17.
The top soil temperatures for computed and measured values are quite
similar. For instance, the temperatures at channel 7 varied 0.3°F and 0.1 = F
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for computed and measured temperatures during an 8-hour period.
In summary, the measured temperatures for locations in the building are
more variable than the computed temperatures. But, the computed temperatures
show a similar variance to measured temperatures at locations near the sand
storage bed (channels 30, 33, and 14). Neither computed nor measured tem-
peratures for the rest of channels vary more than 0.3°F degrees except those
mentioned before.
Tabulation of Heat Flow Comparison
A pattern of building heat flows for comparison purposes is presented in
Table 3. The Table consists of two sets of heat flow results which are dis-
tinguished by designated days of early fall and late winter as mentioned
above. Each set contains the results of computed and "measured" heat flows
including the percentages of heat distribution (as shown in the Table). The
heat flows are designated at the end of operating system period (8:00 a.m.)
and at the end of nonoperating system period (4:00 p.m.).
The results of "measured" heat flows are estimated from the temperatures
measured at the existing building. The method of estimating building heat
flows is detailed in Appendix B. The computed heat flows are from the pro-
gram output.
The results in Table 3 show that the computed heat flows are more
stable than the measured heat flows for both days. For instance, computed
heat gain, QL, varied T.8 Btu/hr while measured results varied 19.4 Btu/hr
during an 8-hour period for early fall. The measured heat gain at 8:00 a.m.
is much higher than that at 4:00 p.m. when the outside air temperature of
early morning is much lower than the outside air temperature of late after-
noon. Theoretically, the heat gain (QF) should be greater than the building
loss because QF is supposed to be the only heat supply to building. However,
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measured building load is somewhat higher than the heat gain for early fall
day while the computed results correlate well in either early fall or late
winter. The earth loss values have similar behavior for both computated
and measured values in either early fall or late winter. For instance, com-
puted earth losses, QB, are slightly less than measured earth losses (9
Btu/hr and 0.5 Btu/hr at 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m.), for early fall. But,
computed earth losses are slightly higher than measured earth losses for
late winter.
Due to the assumptions in estimating measured heat flows (Appendix B),
the measured edge losses are only comparable to the computed edge losses by
their values listed in parentheses underneath measured values. A difference
of computed and measured values is smaller for early fall than for late
winter; 2.1 Btu/hr compares to 3.1 Btu/hr both for early fall and late winter
at 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m., respectively.
Heat storage, QS, has a small difference between computed and measured
values (about 6 Btu/hr) in late winter; the difference is larger (about 14
Btu/hr) in early fall. However, if the weighted average of the meas-
ured values is used, heat storage is different by no more than 6 Btu/hr in
general
.
Building, wall and ceiling, and berm losses are quite similar when
comparing computed and measured heat losses of late winter. The difference is
6, 3, and 6 Btu/hr of building, wall and ceiling, and berm losses, respective-
ly. This difference is larger when comparing them for early fall.
In summary, the values of computed and measured heat flows dre somewhat
different due to outside air temperature, back-up heating system, and method
of estimate. But, the percentage of heat flow distribution is very similar
for both the calculated and measured results.
CHAPTER V
COMPUTED RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Many factors influence the behavior of an underfloor electric resistance
heating and storage system. In this chapter, several of these factors judged
to be important are discussed. The items investigated are: the effect of
soil properties, building thermal transmittance, foundation insulation, berm
built on building side wall, heat input intensity, on-off schedule for system
operation, and climate conditions. Other important factors not discussed
here have been studied by others. These include depth of the heating mat,
slab thickness, soil properties as influenced by the moisture percentage,
and below-grade insulation treatments (3). Additional study has been done on
the general heat transfer behavior of a single floor, radiative, slab-heated
building; on heat transfer of heat storage area (including response of system
to outdoor temperature changes); on downward heat loss into the earth; and on
edge heat losses from heat storage area (17).
Effect of Soil Property Values
The material properties of interest include those of the concrete used
for slab and foundation, the sand used as heat storage, and the soil/stone
layer under the building. The values of these properties were estimated for
use in the model (refer to Table 2).
The material properties are thermal conductivity, density, and heat
capacity. Thermal conductivity and density values are related to each other.
To study the effect of material properties, the influence of the maximum
and minimum values of thermal conductivity and density of each material are
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determined. All other properties are held constant for this determination.
Values of thermal conductivity and density are estimated and listed in paren-
theses in Table 2. For example, minimum values of soil/stone properties
(K 0.94, d = 135, Cp = 0.17) are used as variables while sand properties
(K = 1.28, d = 106, Cp » 0.2) and concrete properties (K = 0.75, d = 140,
Cp 0.21) are held constant. Replace minimum values by maximum values of
soil/stone properties (K = 1.20, d * 144, Cp = 0.17) for the next result. A
similar method is applied to the values for sand and for concrete properties.
For these determinations, heat input to resistance mat is 13.5 Btu/hr-ft2
.
Ambient temperature is held at 30.7 °F (-1 °C). The system is modeled to
operate 16 hours on, followed by 8 hours off. The results shown in Figures
19, 20, 21 are average values for the 16-hour operating period.
In Figure 19, the influence on heat flow of various soil/stone proper-
ties is shown. An increase of thermal conductivity led to an increase of
deep earth heat loss and also of edge heat loss. Logically, if more heat is
lost to the ground, less heat is stored. The heat storage is seen to decrease
sharply when soil/stone thermal conductivity is increased. As the result,
the energy available for building heat is slowly decreased due to the
resulting drop in slab temperature.
In Figure 20, heat flow is shown as a function of concrete property
variation. A change of concrete thermal conductivity has an impact on heat
storage (and building heating) and edge heat loss. The building load (heat
conducted through slab) and edge heat loss are increased when using higher
concrete thermal conductivities. A high concrete thermal conductivity is of
benefit to building heating but it leads to higher edge losses (even through
a 2" insulation foundation). As a result of this, the heat storage capacity
is lessened as concrete conductivities increase. However, a change of
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Figure 19. Heat Flow Paths for Variable Soil/Stone Property.
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Figure 21. Heat Flow Paths for Variable Sand ProDerty
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concrete conductivity from lowest to highest values resulted in an inside air
temperature increase of only about 1 °F.
The results in Figure 21 are for variation of sand properties from
minimum to maximum values. A change of sand thermal conductivity and density
causes only small variation in heat flows. The greatest variation occurs in
the thermal energy storage -- sand bed. An increase of sand thermal conduc-
tivity causes a decrease in heat storage, and the earth and edge losses are
slightly increased. Consequently, the heat load is almost constant. However,
there is an important effect of the sand property on building response. In
other words, the number of hours required for building air temperature to
respond to a heat input at the mat depends on the value of thermal conduc-
tivity used. From computed results, the building air temperature reached its
maximum value 6 hours after the maximum mat temperature was reached (for
minimum sand property). But, it reached its maximum value with a five hour
lag when using the maximum value of the sand property. A careful study of
sand thermal diffusivity is used as a guide to decide on a design time lag
for the system.
In summary, the variance of earth thermal properties at a building site
should be determined carefully. A high value of earth thermal diffusivity
would cause significant earth heat loss. As a result, not much heat storage
would be available to supply the heating demand during the system's off
period.
In addition to foundation insulation, a low thermal diffusivity of the
foundation concrete could help to reduce an edge loss.
Effect of Building Thermal Transmittance
Building heat load is supplied by heat radiation and convection to
building air from heated slab. This load is transferred to the ambient air
300
250
200
150
100
Heat Flow Symbol
Building load, QF: A
Bottom loss, QB : o
Edge loss, QE: : x
Heat storage, QS : *
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Figure 22. Heat Flow Pattern of Thermal Transmittance and
Air Temperature Variances.
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heat conduction through the outside building wall and ceiling. To reduce
heat loss, the wall and ceiling are built with a layer of insulation inside.
This section will study the effect of insulation (in terms of thermal trans-
mittance) which associates with outside temperature ana heating load.
To study this effect, building thermal transmittances (U-value, Btu/hr-
ft 2 -°F) are given values 0.1 (R=10 hr-ft 2 -°F/Btu) , 0.05 (R=20), and 0.033
(R=30). Each U-value is studied as a function of ambient air temperatures of
-10°F, 10°F, and 30°F. The calculation is begun from conditions established
from a previous 24-hour period at 30.7°F. Heat input (QHeat) is held at
constant value of 13.5 Btu/ft 2 -hr.
The computed results as shown in Figure 22 by lines, are indicating heat
flows (QF, QB, QE, and QS) and thermal transmittances (U-values). The solid
lines refer to heat flows and U-values at an outside air temperature of 10°F.
The solid-dotted lines and dotted lines refer to outside air temperatures of
30°F and -10°F, respectively. The values in parentheses indicate an average
inside air temperature of building for the 8-hour occupied period.
Figure 22 shows that thermal transmittance of a building has a signifi-
cant impact on the building heating load and on the underslab thermal storage
system. A low U-value (as used for an insulated building) maintains the
indoor temperature very well. Using U-value of 0.03 Btu/hr ft 2 5 F, the
change of inside air temperature is 2.7°F when outside air temperature drops
from 30°F to -10°F. Using a U-value of 0.1 Btu/hr ft 2 5 F, the change is
6.8°F for the same drop of outside air temperature. A big change of building
air temperature would require a larger additional amount of heat supply to
offset it. However, the larger heat storage needed for building has the
disadvantage of preventing the system from responding quickly. As a result,
the inside air temperature would maintain a lower value for a long period of
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time and would then probably overshoot the desired temperature.
The building load requires a larger amount of heat supply as the Li-
value increases and air temperature drops. The gradient of the heat flow's
curve, as well as for heat storage, is steeper when the air temperature is
lower. Heat storage is decreased as the U-value increases and air tempera-
ture drops. The dotted line of heat storage indicates that the heat supplied
to building during the 8-hour period of "off" operation, completely depletes
the storage (for a U-value of 0.1).
For the case of 0.05 Btu/hr ft 2 °F which is a similar value to the
actual building of this study, if an outside air temperature drops below 0°F,
then heat supply drawn from thermal storage for heating demand would be
insufficient during "off" system period. For instance, heat demand for
building consisting of QF, QB, and QE requires 333 Btu/hr. Theoretically,
heat storage only supplies 306 Btu/hr (table 4) during "off" period. Thus,
the heating system requires a higher rate of power in order to maintain the
desired inside air temperature when an outside air temperature drops below
0°F.
The case of 0.1 Btu/hr ft 2 °F for a building allows heat input to barely
offset the heat losses from building during "on" period. No net thermal
storage is generated if a heat input of 13.5 Btu/hr ft 2 is used and air
temperature is -10°F. In this case, the heating system may be required to
operate 24 hours a day, or a 3/4 full capacity may be required to run for 16
hours. Using a constant rate of 13.5 Btu/hr ft 2 (a half capacity of the
existing system), the heating system can only maintain the building air
temperature above 65°F if the outdoor air temperature is above 30°F. A
higher rate of heat input is required by the system if building is te be
maintained at 65°F or above when the outdoor temperature is below 30°F.
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The "heat resource" in Table 4 is twice the magnitude of "heat storage
(QS)" because QS is an average heat per hour; this is stored during the 16-
hour system operation, then the total QS is drawn out during the next 8
hours when system is off. As the results of heat resource listed in Table 4
show, the existing size of heating system is satisfactory for the application
of U-values and climate conditions in the Table. A full capacity of the
system may be required for use if the air temperature drops below -10°F and
U=0.1 Btu/hr ft 2 °F. Based on Table 4, the "oversize" factor of 1.25 (a
national average) can be used for Kansas to design and size an underfloor
heating system for 16 on/8 off operation.
A change of U-values and air temperatures in short period does not
significantly affect heat loss to the ground. But, it slightly affects the
edge loss if the outside air temperature drops to or below -10°F as the
results show in Figure 22 and Table 4.
Effect of Edge Insulation
The study of edge heat loss is concerned with the heat conducted through
the foundation or below-grade wall. This loss is associated with the out-
side air temperature. A colder day worsens the edge loss. Most buildings
have a layer of insulation put along the inside/outside foundation in an "I"
shape or "L" shape. The discussion in this section focuses on the case of
insulation along inside foundation in "I" shape.
The effect of edge insulation was studied by determining heat flows as a
function of thickness of edge insulation and outside air temperature. The
thickness of insulation is varied from to 3 inches. Outside air tempera-
ture is set to -10°F, 10°F, and 30°F daily average values.
The heat flows shown in Figure 23 are graphed by hourly average values
of computed heat flows for 24-hour period corresponding to each thickness and
Heat Flow Symbol
Building load, QF
8ottom loss, QB
Edge loss, QE
Heat storage, QS
Outside Temperature, TO
for TO=-10°F
for TO= 10°F
for T0= 30°F
300>
250'
20(H
150
100
50—
1 2 3
EDGE INSULATION THICKNESS (INCHES)
Figure 23. Heat Flow Pattern of Varying Edge Insulation
Thickness and Ambient Temperatures.
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outside air temperature. However, the heat storages' (QS) input occurs only
in the 16-hour period. Thus, average values of heat storage are based on
that period. The values of heat flows are computed when the heating system
uses a constant heat input of 13.5 Btu/hr ft 2 for 15 hours then shuts off for
8 hours.
From the results shown in Figure 23, a variation of edge insulation
thickness has a direct impact on heat loss (QE). Adding 3 inch thick
insulation to an uninsulated foundation would cut the edge loss 30" (values of
edge loss shown in Table 5) when outside air temperature is 30°F. However,
this percentage is reduced when the ambient air temperature drops. From no
insulation to 3 inch insulation added to foundation, the percentage of edge
loss is reduced to 252 and 21% when outside air temperatures are 10°F and
-10°F respectively.
If 1 inch or 2 inch insulation is added to the uninsulated foundation,
then edge loss could be reduced by 17.6% or 23.5% respectively for an outside
air temperature of 30°F, by 15% or 20% for outside temperature of 10°F, and by
12% or 16% for outside air temperature of -10°F. With no insulation added to
foundation, the edge loss would consume 14% of total heat input for TO =
-10°F, 12% for TO = 10°F, and 10.6% for TO 30°F where TO is outside air
temperature.
Changing edge insulation thickness has little effect on heat storage
(QS), heat loss (QB) to the earth, and heating load (QF) to building.
Effect of Berm Case
Buildings may be built in an embankment or underground to reduce heat
loss because the soil or berm acts like an insulation. The building of
this study was partially built in an embankment. To understand this effect,
the computer model was developed to study heat flows and building tempera-
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tures for cases both when an embankment does and does not exist. Also, dn
insulated berm is of interest to the study. The study of this section is
based on a daily average air temperature of 30.7°F (-TC) and a constant heat
input of 13.5 Btu/hr ft 2
.
The model is developed for three cases of buildings. The first case
assumes that a 7.5' concrete wall is surrounded by soil. No insulation is
added to this concrete wall of 8 inch thickness. The second case assumes
that a 2" insulation is added to the wall. The final case is the building
built on level ground and all its walls are metal pannels with 4 inch
insulation.
For each case, the results (heat flows and temperatures) are shown in
Table 5. All heat flows are hourly average values in Btu/hr for a 24-hour
period, except that heat storage is averaged in the 16-hour period that is
the operating time for the system. Qberm listed in the Table is the heat
loss through the berm per hour. The values of listed temperatures are at
noon for the day of January 6.
Heat flows shown in Table 6 have different behavior for the cases of
berm and no-berm buildings except for the heat loss to the earth. An addi-
tional heating load of over 8.4°; of total heat input is required for the berm
case without insulation. Over 47" of heating load is lost through the berm
concrete wall. Thus, the heat storage in the berm case absorbed less heat
than in the case of no-berm. Because the berm acts like another layer of
insulation for the edge loss, the edge loss is reduced in the berm case by
over 4% of total heat input for a 7 foot additional soil from the floor. In
summary, the heat resource of berm case is only less than the heat resource
of no-berm case by 4.3" of total heat input.
If insulation materials of 2 inch thickness are added to the case of the
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berm building, then the heating load of insulated berm building behaves in
the same manner as the no-berm building. Thus, heat storage absorbs 4.318
more of total heat input. Of course, the insulated berm building is better
off than the berm building for heating purposes and human comfort when
comparing their temperatures.
From temperature results also shown in Table 6, all temperatures of
no-berm building have higher values than those of berm case building. In
spite of the fact that the heating load of no-berm case is lower than that
of berm case, it has the advantage of allowing the inside air temperature to
rise -- an increase of 2.8°F degrees. This advantage makes the conditioned
air more acceptable for human comfort level (designated 75°F as mentioned in
ASHRAE Fundamentals Handbook, 1981, Chapter 8) for no-berm building. Further,
the insulated berm building has the greatest advantage for heating purpose. As
a result, more heat storage is reserved which brings the slab temperature up
as well as the inside air temperature. Consequently, better human comfort
can be achieved.
Effect of Heat Input Intensity
The capacity of the similated heating system is studied for its effect
on building temperatures. A set of variable electrical power intensities are
used to generate comparisons of the heat flows and temperatures of a building,
all with the daily average air temperature of 30.7°F (-1°C) and a fixed
operating time for 16 hours of a 24 hour period.
The intensity of heat input varies from 12 to 27 Btu/hr ft 2 in incre-
ments of 5 Btu/hr ft 2 . Two values of thermal transmittance are used, 0.1 and
0.05 Btu/hr ft 2 °F. The results showing heat flows and building temperatures
as a function of intensity of heat input are plotted in Figures 24 and 25.
In both figures, the solid lines indicate the results for a building thermal
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transmittance of 0.1 Btu/hr ft 2 »f. The solid-dotted lines refer to the
results using a thermal transmittance of 0.05 Btu/hr ft 2 °F.
An increase of intensity of heat input to the heating system directly
affects heat flows and temperatures. The use of higher values of heat input
increases the values of heat flows and temperatures.
From Figure 24, there is a strong effect on the heat storage as shown
by steeper lines for both values of thermal transmittance. An increased
intensity of heat input to the system gives the advantage of greater storace
of thermal energy. As a result, there is a greater energy availability for
the heating load, but there is an increase in the heat losses to ground and
edge. A slight change (20 Btu/Day) of bottom loss occurs when varying heat
intensity from 12 to 27 Btu/hr ft 2 , but a larger amount (100 Btu/Day) of heat
loss through building edge occurs for this same variance. (U-value is 0.05
Etu/hr ft 2
.) However, building load increases significantly by an amount of
500 Btu/Day for U-value of 0.05 and by 920 Btu/Day for U-value of 0.1 Btu/
hr ft c °F. This increase is due to the higher building temperature at the
greater intensity.
In Figure 25, the slope of the mat temperature line is larger than the
slopes of ceiling, inside air, floor, and 3 foot depth temperature lines.
Thus, mat temperatures are more sensitive to varying levels of heat input
than other temperatures. Varying U-value only shifts the temperature lines
up or down when varying heat input is applied to each U-value.
The change of heat flows and temperatures are related to each other as
the variation in intensity of heat input occurs. Higher mat level temperature
due to the increasing heat intensity results in a greater heat storage.
Greater heat storage and storage bed temperature increases the other heat
flows and temperatures. Thus, pattern of temperatures could be useful in
15 20 25
INTENSITY OF HEAT INPUT, BTU/HR FT 2
Figure 24. Heat Flow Benavior for Heat Input Intensity at
Different Thermal Transmi ttance.
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Figure 25. Temperature Distribution of Variant Heat Input at
Different Thermal Transmittance.
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estimating the intensity of heat input for operating the system effectively.
Effect of On-Off Operating Schedule
The schedule of system operation is studied as to its influence on the
use of thermal heat storage and of possible off-peak rates for energy.
Keeping the same total daily energy consumption, the rate of electrical input
into the heating system was varied in proportion to the length of time of
operation. Based on the system at the experimental site, the total input
required for a mat area of 35.6 ft 2 is equal to 7690 Btu/Day. This heat
supply per day was used in the program to determine the heat losses (QE and
QB), building load (QF), and net storage for a 24-hour period, as shown in
Table 7.
The model results are based on an average outside air temperature of
30.7°F (-1°C). The mat temperatures reported are for the end of the operating
period. Inside air temperatures are listed by their maximum values, along
with the hour they occurred, as well as their values at the end of the day.
Similarly, the slab temperatures are listed by their maximum values and the
hour they occurred. Temperatures at 3 foot and 6 foot depth are chosen at
their maximum values. Tine lags are determined by the difference between the
end of operating hours and the hours that temperatures reached their maximum
values as listed in Table 7.
From computed results, the heat losses (QB and QE) and building load
(QF) are essentially constant, independent of the operating period heat per hour
as well as heat storage in rejecting state. The storage rates, both positive
and negative, vary significantly with the changes of heat input rate. A
higher heat input rate gives a greater storage level. However, the flow from
storage is correspondingly large. In other words, the difference between
heat absorbed and heat released by heat storage is only slightly influenced by
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TABLE 7
HEAT FLOW AND TEMPERATURE CHARACTERISTICS AT DIFFERENT RATES OF HEAT INPUT
Heat Input
BTU/HR-FT 2 54 27 21.6 18 15.4 13.5
I
12 9
"ON"
HR
4 8 10 12 14 16 18 24
"OFF"
HR 20 16 14 12 10 8 6 o
BTU/DAY 2556 2541 2536 2530 2523 2517 2511 2494
OB
BTU/DAY 1702 1702 1702 1702 1701 1700 1702 1702
BTU/DAY 962 961 961 960 959 958 959 959
OS (REC.)
BTU/DAY 6348 6014 5598 5180 4764 4346 3934 2699
OS (REJ.)
BTU/DAY 4206 3359 2936 2513 2091 1668 1250 !
Tmat °F
"on" end
84 81.3 80.5 79.3 79.2 73.6 73.2 77.1
TF °F
(MAX.)
AT HOUR
73.4 73.2 73.1 73.0 72.9 72.7 72.6 72.2
16 18 19 20 22 21 22 22
TIME LAG
Tmat - TF
12 10 9 8 8 5 4
TI °F
(24th) 71.8 71.3 71.7 71.6 71.5 71.4 71.3 70.9
TI °F
(MAX.)
AT HOUR
72 71.9 71.3 71.7 71.6 71.4 71.3 . 70.9
14 19 20 21 23 21 22 22
TIME LAG
Tmat - TI
10 11 10 9 7 5 4 --
T3FT °F
(MAX.) 73 72.9 72.8 72.3 72.7 72.6 72.6 72.3
T5FT ° F CA ,
(MAX.) 64 - 3 64.3 64.3 64.3 64.3 64.3 64.3 64.3
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operating schedule. For instance, net storage at the rate of 54 Btu/hr ft 2
is 2642 Btu/Day, compared with 2699 Btu/Day when the heat rate is 9 Btu/
hr ft 2 -- 2% difference. However, the hours at which the inside temperatures
reached their maximum values are significantly different.
From Table 7, the maximum temperatures of inside air and slab rise more
quickly when using higher heat input rate to the system due to the higher
temperatures at the mat. Consequently, the time for system operation can be
selected by varying heat input rate in order to obtain the greatest heat
transfer to the building at approximately the coldest hour during occupied
hours.
Effect of Climate Condition
The influence of daily average ambient temperature was determined over a
range from a very cold day (-10°F%
-23.3°C) to a warm day (40 C F -. 4.4°C).
The influence of ambient temperature is determined for all heat flows. These
consist of building load (QF), earth heat loss (QB), edge heat loss (QE), and
heat storage (QS) — receiving and rejecting.
The study is based on the existing conditions of the experimental site.
Roof insulation had a R-value of 30 (hr ft 2 3 F/Btu). Wall insulation had a
R-value of 13. Foundation insulation had a R-value of 6. The building was
assumed to be on-grade with a constant heat input rate (heat = 13.5 Btu/
ft 2 hr) supplied to the heating system for 16 hours, and then turned off for
8 hours.
The model results are presented in Figure 26. The model is run for a
24-hour period for each constant ambient air temperature mentioned above.
Additionally, some ambient air temperatures were set to vary hourly to
represent a typical 2^-hour period pattern of variation.
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Figure 26. Heat Flow Pattern of Climate Condition
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The heat flow results are shown in Figure 26 as functions of ambient
temperatures. Heat storage consists of two parts. Received heat storage is
the heat obtained from a constant heat input when the heating system is
operating for 16 hours. Rejected heat storage is the heat released from
storage to earth and edge losses, and to building load as well as heat
storage (surplus) remaining when the system turns off for an 8 hour period.
When the ambient temperature raises from a bitterly cold day (-10°F %
-23.3°C) to a warm day (40°F <v. 4.4 °C), the building load (QF) decreases
significantly. Similarly, the rejected heat storage (QS) decreases due to
reduced heat losses through building and its edge. The rate of building
load decreases as outside temperature increases about 2.3 Btu/°F. The rate
of rejected heat storage is 2.7 Btu/°F which is about the same as the rate
of received heat storage. The difference of the above heat rates (0.4 Btu/
°F) is the rate of edge heat loss. The earth heat loss (QB) is totally
unaffected by the change of ambient temperature. More heat is reserved, in
storage when the weather is warmer in the winter season.
The results listed in Table 8 were obtained by beginning each 24-hour
computation at the "End of previous day" conditions: building temperature
(TB=70°F), floor temperature (TF=72.3°F), inside air temperature (TI-71.0°F),
mat temperature (Tmat=75.8°F) and 3 foot depth temperature (T3 ' =72. 1 °F) . The
computed results show that TB, TF, and TI drop continuously to lower values
for ambient temperature of -10°F and 0°F. The reduction is less at the out-
side temperatures beginning with 10°F. When outside temperature is 40°F, TB,
TF, and TI increase from the starting value.
A change of outside temperature does not affect the mat temperature and
the 3 foot deep soil temperatures. Of course, there is no effect at all on
deeper soil temperatures at any outside temperature in short periods such as
70
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one week.
From a winter average ambient temperature (-30.7°F ~.
-l'C) typical of
Kansas, the hourly ambient temperature variation does not affect the inside
building temperatures, as is shown in Figure 27. From comparing two computed
results, one used hourly varying ambient temperatures and one with constant
daily average ambient temperature, slightly higher temperatures TBandTF, but
lower temperature TI, are found for the hourly varying ambient temperature.
As a result, building load and edge loss vary from 90 to 132 Btu/hr and from
39 to 43 Btu/hr respectively compared with steady building load (106 Btu/hr)
and edge loss (40 Btu/hr) from the constant temperature assumption.
In Figure 27 it is shown that TB and TI dropped only slightly with the
ambient temperature drop. Neglecting this small change, the use of a daily
average ambient temperature is as good as using hourly varying ambient
temperatures to study the heat flows of the sytem.
CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
From the analysis and comparison presented in the previous chapters,
the model developed for two-dimensional, transient, finite difference pro-
gram can be used as a tool for analyzing heat flow and temperature charac-
teristics of a typical one-story building in areas similar to Kansas in
climate and soil properties.
The Gauss-Seidel method (12) was used to solve the transient two-
dimensional heat transfer finite difference equations in an explicit form.
A variable time step iteration technique was used along with this method
due to the dissimilar nature of the equations for surface and interior
nodes.
The results of the model determining heat flows and temperatures were
compared to the results of measured heat flows and temperatures for an early
fall day and a late winter day. The model was shown to be reliable for use
when computed and measured results were compared on an early fall day. How-
ever, the comparison of results showed less reliable results for heat flows
and temperatures for a late winter day.
The model was used to study the effects of soil properties, building
thermal transmi ttance, edge insulation thickness, building embankment, heat
input intensity, on-off operating schedule, and climate conditions. The
results of these parameters are presented in the form of Tables and Figures.
For a designated air temperature of building, the heat input required
can be selected using the results under climate condition as a function of
7^
building thermal transmittance, edge insulation thickness, and embankment,
if applicable. However, if the design air temperature is not satisfactory,
a change in heat input intensity may be required. The result of the opera-
ting schedule study may be used to determine a convenient operating period
for matching the heat load to a favorable electrical rate. The soil
properties study can be used as a guide to determine whether or not to use
insulation beneath the sand bed, and to determine time lag of heat flows as
a function of sand properties. With the aid of weather forecasts and data,
and using the heat input intensity of the system, one can control the
heating load to produce the most efficient system for human comfort.
The ultimate purpose of this paper was to develop a model that could
be easily changed to adapt to other values for a parametric study of design
options.
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Symbol Description Units
AB Building area ft 2
AF Floor area ft 2
ANFA, a Thermal diffusivity of soil ft 2/day
AR Roof area ft 2
AS Annual earth surface temperature amplitude °F
ASO Annual amplitude of air temperature °F
AW Total wall area ft 2
AWC Concrete wall area ft 2
AMI Insulated wall area ft 2
BROAD Width of building ft
CP Heat capacity Btu/Lbm F
CPF CP: heat capacity, F: floor concrete Btu/Lbm F
D Density of element Lbm/ft 3
DATE Day number of the date in the year days
DC ( i
)
Product of density and heat capacity at Btu/ft 3 F
node ( i
)
DELTA, At] Time increment of the building part hr
At
,
Time interval hr
DELTIM, At2 Time increment of the soil part hr
DELXI Grid horizontal dimension (AX) indoor ft
DELXO Grid horizontal dimension (aX) outdoor ft
Symbol
DELX1, DELX2
DELY
ELY!
FIT
FLT
FNOD
FT
HF
HI
HIC, Hi,
HIC 2
HIM, H],
HIW2
HO
HR, HR
2
MB
Q
QB
QE
QF
QHEAT
QL
QLOAD, Ql
??
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Description Units
inGrid horizontal dimension indoor and
outdoor respectively
Grid vertical dimension ft
Grid vertical dimension in
Footing insulation thickness ft
Floor thickness ft
Number of footing nodes
Footing thickness
none
ft
Height of footing in
Height of footing insulation in
Convective coefficient on horizontal
plate
Btu/hr ft* F
Convective coefficient on vertical plate Btu/hr ft 2 F
Outside air convective coefficient for
winter
Btu/hr ft 2 F
Radiative coefficient of floor to roof Btu/hr ft 2 F
Mass of building - roof and wall Lb
Building loss Btu/hr
Bottom loss to the earth Btu/hr
Edge loss through side of building Btu/hr
Heat gain by building from floor Btu/hr
Heat input or internal heat generation
per mat area
Btu/hr ft 2
Heat input or heat rejection Btu/hr
Heat loss through building wall and
ceiling
Btu/hr
Symbol
QL0AD1, Q2
QS
RC
RCB
RCR(i)
RCWST
RI
RIR
RIT
RIW
RO
ROF
RR
RRF
RT
RWC
RWI
S(XX)
SCT
3C
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Descri ption Units
Btu/hrHeat loss through embankment
Heat storage in sand bed Btu/hr
Concrete thermal resistance hr ft 2 F/Btu
Product of density and heat capacity of
building
Btu/ft 3 F
Product of density and heat capacity of
roof
Btu/ft 3 F
Product of density and heat capacity of
building wall
Btu/ft F
Inside air resistance for vertical
surface
Btu/hr ft 2 F
Roof insulation resistance (R-value) Btu/hr ft 2 F
Roof insulation thickness ft
Wall insulation resistance Btu/hr ft 2 F
Outside air resistance Btu/hr ft 2 F
Density of material where F is floor
concrete; A: air, C: wall concrete, I:
footing insulation, R: roof insulation,
S: soil, SD: sand, ST: steel, W: wall
insulation
Lb/ft 3
Roof thermal resistance hr ft 2 F/Btu
Roof inside air resistance for horizontal
surface
hr ft 2 F/Btu
Total roof thickness ft
Concrete wall thermal resistance hr ft 2 F/Btu
Insulated wall thermal resistance hr ft 2 F/Btu
Soil berm temperature °F
Sand and floor concrete thickness (depth) in
APPENDIX A
(Continued)
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Sy-Eo'
SDNOD
SIHA, a
STT
t
T(XX) or
TT(XX)
TA or TO
TB or TTB
TC(i)X or Y
TCF
TCL
TCR
TF
THETA, 4
TI
TIL
TMA
TMS
TWI, TWI
2
TWO, TWO 2
UB
UR
Description
Number of sand nodes
Stefan-Bol tzmann constant
Steel wall thickness
Time
Earth temperature at designated node or
depth
Ambient (outside) air temperature
Building inner roof surface average
temperature
Thermal conductivity at node (i) by X or
Y direction
Thermal conductivity where F is floor
concrete; (see listing ROF)
Thermal conductivity of building wall
Roof thermal conductivity
Average floor temperature
Phase angle of annual cycle
Inside building temperature
Total insulated roof and wall length
Annual average air temperature
Annual average soil temperature
Inside wall surface average temperature
Outside wall surface average temperature
Average thermal transmi ttance of building
Roof thermal transmi ttance
Units
none
Btu/hr ft 2 "R 1*
ft
hr
°F
°F
Btu/hr ft F
Btu/hr ft F
Btu/hr ft F
Btu/hr ft F
°F
Radian
°F
ft
°F
°F
°F
°F
Btu/hr ft 2 F
Btu/hr ft 2 F
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Symbol
UWC
UWI
VAIR
VB
WCH
WCT
WIH
WIT
WT
Y
Description
Concrete wall thermal transmittance
Insulated wall (U-value) thermal trans-
mittance
Volume of inside air of building
Building volume by roof and wall
Wal 1 concrete height
Wall concrete thickness
Wall insulation height
Wall insulation thickness
Wall thickness
Depth of the soil from soil surface
Units
Btu/hr ft 2 F
Btu/hr ft 2 F
ft 3
ft 3
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
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APPENDIX B
DETAILS OF AVERAGE VALUES
U-Value of Building
Building thermal transmi ttance is combined by an average calculation
between roof and wall thermal transmittances.
J
T°
§R0
RR00F
= RC + R0 where AR: Roof area
u R00F = 1 / R R00F
•RC
TB
CEILING
_/\/V—AAT—
.
RW
WALL
iAA-
RO TO
(outside)
RUALL = RW + RO where AW: Wall area
UWALL
= VRwALL
COMBINATION
UB • (AR'U R00F + AWUWALL )/ (AR + AW)
Average Product of Density and Heat Capacity
DS, CPS „-. :
/ T/r—t 1 Avsc
Steel Sheet
( VIC
V
-Insulation
1 DIC, CP
CEILING
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where:
VIC: Insulated ceiling volume
VIW: Insulated wall volume
VSC: Steel sheet volume
VA, dA, CPA VB, dB, CPB
Building product of density and heat capacity is given:
DB-CPB = (VIW-OIW-CP + VIC-DIC-CP + VSC • DS -CPS )/ (V IW + VIC + VSC)
A similar method is applied to evaluate the average value between two
different material adjacent nodes for average product D-CP.
where:
VA, VB : Volume of each node
dA, dB : Density
CPA, CPB: Heat capacity
D-CP = (VA-dA-CPA + VB-dB-CPB)/(VA + VB)
If element A or B contains more than one material property, then the
products of density and heat capacity of each element would be averaged by
each material before heat flow calculation.
Average Thermal Conductivity Method
The principle of calculated thermal conductivity is generally applied
in series or parallel thermal conductivity.
where:
'1
/ / / A i
Kl K2 K3
LI L2 13
b
Al A2! A3 /r
T2
Thermal conductivity
Thickness
Cross section area
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Series case (heat flows in x direction)
T1 ' 'vy^ WV VA—T2 q x = AT/ (Ll/Kl -Al + L2/K2-A2 +
L1/K1-A1 L2/K2-A2 L3/K3-A3 L3/K3-A3) = KS-A • (aT/ax)
where: A = Al = A2 = A3 = be, Ax = a
=% KS » AX/(L1/K1 + L2/K2 + L3/K3)
Parallel case (heat flows in y direction) f T2 / ^ ' A 2 A 3-_,
qy
" KP-A-(AT/Ay)
fa
I J [ 3, fjo] K2 K3
KTATY iKj^ATfiOTAl b L1 L2 L3
Qy ' AT/[l/(b/Kl-Al) + l/(b/K2-A2) I If |
,
Tl* q v
'
+ l/(b/K3-A3)] _1 y a
qy
= AT/[l/(b/Kl-Ll-c) + l/(b/(K2-L2-c) where:
+ l/(b/K3-L3-c)]-' Al = LI -c
AT/[(c/b)-(Kl-Ll + K2-L2 + K3-L3-C)]" 1
= (c/b)-(K1-Ll + K2-L2 + K3-L3)-AT
yields: ( Kl -LI + K2-L2 + K3-L3) = KP-A/Ay
= KP-a
KP (Kl-Ll + K2-L2 + K3-L3)/a
Differential Equations in Heat Transfer
Fourier's Law is applied for heat conduction:
Qn -K-A-(aT/an) in n-direction
where:
3T/3n » the temperature gradient in the n-direction
A = the area normal to the n-direction
Q n = the total heat flow through A
A2 L2-c
A3 » L3-c
A = c(Ll + L2 + L3) » ca
L : Thickness
8?
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Integrating for An-interval distance yields:
Q • -K-A-(AT/An)
Heat flows of transient two-dimensional heat conduction are analyzed on
elements and nodes as shown below.
Interior node
T(iSur"*e(i*j) *naAi
S(i, j+1
Q(i,'j-D
ay
QT^P K-j_-, (iyl)-(T i . li j - T i; j)/Ax
Qr+P = K i + 1 (ayl)-(T i+1> j - T 1# j)/4x
Qq^P • Kj.-i (ax-D-di, j.i - T i; j)/ax
(Vp = Kj+1 (AX-1) (T i>j + 1 - Tu )/M
4U
1f j = D-CP-tAx-Ay-D-d^-T^jJ/At
Conservation of energy:
Qt*p + Qr^p + Q Q->p + Q s-P • AU i; j
In heat transfer form:
Ki-r Ay-(Ti-l,j - T^jJ/Ax + Ki+r Ay-(Ti+1J - Tui )/ix + Kj + 1 • ax- (T,- >j+1 -
Tl,j)/4y + Kj _r AX.(T1>j_ 1 -T ifj )/Ax = D.CP-(Ax-Ay)-(T^j - T^jJ/At
Expl icit form:
T*,j = At/D-CP-tAx-Ayl.tKi.TAytT,-.,^
- T^jJ/Ax + K i+1 -Ay (T i+1 ,j - TUi )/i
+ Kj.l'«-(T ti j. 1 - T^jJ/Ay + Kj+r Ax-(T iij + 1 - Ti(j )/4y] + T i;j
where:
T-j^-: Future temperature after At time elapses at (i,j) tn node (F)
At: Time elapses from (t) to (t + At) (hr)
D: Density of element (Lbm/ft 3 )
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CP: Heat capacity of element (Btu/Lbm F)
Ax: x-dimension of element (ft)
Ay: y-dimension of element (ft)
K-j _
-]
: Thermal conductivity from T to P node
r1-l,j : Temperature of (i-l,j) tn node at time t
(Btu/hr ft F)
(F)
Slab node
\ HC rHR
J> S ' 4
r 1N t 2 if
zz
|
t
• 3
— Ax »
QHM • HC-(ax-1)-(TI - Tl)
QKR*1 HR-(ax-1)-(TB - Tl)
Q 2^i K2-((Ay/2)-1)-(T2 - Tl )/ax
Q 3^l = K3-((Ay/2)-l)-(T3 - T1)/ax
04*1 = K4-(ax-1)-(T4 - Tl)/Ay
AU » D-CP-(Ax-(Ay/2)-l)-(T*l - Tl )/At
Conservation of energy:
°HC+1 + Qhr-i + Q2-1 + Q3^1 + Q4-1 ^u
Heat transfer form:
HC-Ax-(TI-Tl) + HR-ax-(TB - Tl ) + K2- (Ay/2) • (T2 - TIJ/ax + K3-ax-(T3 - Tl)/ iy
+ K4-(iy/2)-(T4
- T1)/ax « P -CP • D-CP- (ax- (Ay/2) )
•
(T*l - Tl)/At
Temperature distribution:
T*1
= (2At/D-CP-Ax-(Ay/2))[HC-Ax(TI
- Tl ) + HR-Ax-(TB - Tl ) + K2-(Ay/2)-
(T2 - Tl)/Ax + K4-(Ay/2)-(T4 - Tl )/ax + K3-Ax-(T3 - Tl)/Ay] + Tl
where:
T*l
:
Future temperature of node =1 at time (t + At) (F)
At: Time increment (hr)
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D: Density (Lbm/ft 3 )
CP: Heat capacity (Btu/Lbm F)
Ax: x-dimension of element (ft)
Ay: y-dimension of element (ft)
HC: Convective coefficient (Btu/hr ft 2 F)
HR: Radiative coefficient (Btu/hr ft 2 F)
TI: Inside air temperature (F)
Tl
:
Temerature of node II at time t
TB: Inside surface ceiling temperature (F)
K2: Thermal conductivity from node 42 to node #1
Slab corner node
(Btu/hr ft F)
TI
Ay_
2
Ay
HC HR
1
2
.
_ AX_ J
2 I
Similarly, temperature distribution is:
T*l = [At/D-CP- (ax/2) -(a.v/2)].[hC- (ax/2).
(TI - Tl) + HR-(ax/2)-(TB - Tl) + K2-(ax/2)-
(T2 - Tl)/Ay + K3 (Ay/2) (T3 - Tl )/ax] + Tl
Soil surface node
HO,
]
Ay.
T*l = [At/D-CP-AX-(Ay/2)]-[H0-AX-(T0
- Tl)
+ K2-(Ay/2)-(T2
- Tl )/Ax + K3- (Ay/2) • (T4 -
Tl)/Ax + K3-ax-(T3 - Tl )/Ay] + Tl
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Soil surface corner node
T
*(o,t) = TMS - AS-Cos((27rn/365) - B)
where:
:o,tj
TMS
AS
n
„ fi: Soil temperature at surface (depth = o ft) and time t (F)
Annual average soil temperature (F)
Annual earth surface temperature amplitude (F)
Days of the year (Day)
Phase angle of annual cycle (Rad)
Note that T*( 0jt ) depends only on t, other parameters are constant.
Undisturbed soil temperature boundary node
T*l TMS - AS-exp(-yAr/365 A)
-Cos(2:m/365 -
Depth y
yAr/365 A - B)
where
T*l
:
Undisturbed soil temperature at depth y~~
(F)
A: Thermal diffusivity (ft 2/Day)
y: Depth of soil (ft)
Other symbols, see above.
Also, the undisturbed soil temperature at two corner boundary nodes at
depth of 10.
5
1 is calculated by the above expression. This undisturbed soil
temperature is used to assume the bottom boundary conditions at depth of 10.5'.
Uninsulated boundary node
—
-|
A*/ 2! 4» T*l = At/D-CP-Az-(Ax/2)-Ay)-[K2-(Ax/2)-(T2 - Tl)/
3
;
If Ay + K3-Ay(T3 - Tl)/Ax + K4- (ax/2) • (T4 - Tl )/
2* A>1 + T1 (Note: az is unity for all nodes.)
Ay
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Some Particular Nodes (Sample)
Node 42, heterogeneous node
2
CONCRETE
"•"
»43 4» 41 *
Ay/
2
Ay
SAND
"
8.2
Node 33
Ax/2 I
i
T*42 = (At/D-CP-Ax-Ay)[K41 -Ay (T41 - T42)/
Ax + K43-Ay(T43 - T42)/Ax + K82-Ax-(T82 -
T42)/Ay + K2-Ax-(T2 - T42)/Ay] + T42
(D-CP), K41 , and K2 are calculated as in
previous section for their average values.
34
HC HR
', d f
33
E
73^
=\ Ay/
2
T*33 (At/D-CP-Ax-(Ay/2)).[HC-d-(TI - T33) + HR-d-(TB - T33) + K32-(Ay/2)-
(T32 - T33)/Ax + K34-(Ay/2)-(T34 - T33)/Ax + K73-Ax-(T73 - T33)/Ay] T33
All K's are evaluated using the method of the previous section for their
average values as well as product of (D-CP). d is surface area that remained
after element surface was covered partially by wall.
Stabil ity Criterion
Upperslab expressions
Inside air teirmerature exDressions:
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TI* = (Atl/VAIR-QA-CPA)-[AR-H2-(TB
- TI) + AW-H1 (TB - TI) + AF-H2-(TF - TI)]
+ TI
TI* « (Atl/VAIR-DA-CPA)-[(AR-H2 + AW-H1J-TB + AF-H2-TF - (AR-H2 + AW-H1 +
AF-H2J-TI] + TI
Let a « (Atl/VAIR-DA-CPA)-(AR-H2 + AW-H1 + AF-H2)
For TI terms of no-berm case
-a TI + TI • (1 - a)-TI
If (1 - a) < =*> fluctuating values of temperatures (reference 12)
Result, 1 - a > or a < 1
then Atl < VAIR-DA-CPA/(AR-H2 + AW-H1 + AF-H2)
where AR-H2 = 37 . 67 (0. 22(TB - TI)'")
AW-H1 « 17.25(0. 19(TB - TI)- 33 )
AF-H2 » 37.67(0.22(TF - TI)' 33 )
VAIR » 649.8, DA-CPA » 0.0735 • 0.2406 = 0.01768
If TF = 75, TI = 73, TB » 72.0°F
,
then: Atl < (649.8 • . 01 768 )/ ( 8 . 287 +.3.277 + 10.441) < 0.52 hours
Ceiling temperature expression:
TB* « (Atl/VB-DB-CPB)-[H2-AR-(TI
- TB) + H1-AW-(TI - TB) + HR-AF-(TF - TB)] +
UB-AB-(T0 - TB)] + TB
Let a = (Atl/VB-DB-CPB)-(H2-HR + HI -AW + HR-AF + UB-AB)
where: AF-HR 37.67(0.1714 10" 8 )-[(460 + TF) 1*- (460 + TBM/tTF - TB)
then: Atl 4 VB-DB-CPB/ (AR-H2 + AW-H1 + AF-HR + AB-UB)
Atl 4 14.29 • 1.26/(8.287 + 3.277 + 39.177 + 2.581) 4 0.34 hr
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Underslab expressions
Internal node:
Similarly, the temperature equation gives:
At < Ax-AyD-OP/CUi.-, + K 1+ i)-Ay/Ax + (Kj_-, + Kj+1 )-Ax/Ay]
For 1 = 254; soil: K 1.07/ D-CP = 23.8 (see list of symbols for units }
then, At « 4.4 hrs
For i = 90; sand: K = 1.28, D-CP = 21.2
then, At « 3.8 hrs
where: Ax = 1.167 ft, Ay = 0.75 ft
Slab node (concrete material):
At « Ax- (Ay/2) -D-CP / [(H2 + HR)-ax + Kl-Ay/Ax + K2-Ax/Ay]
where: D-CP = 29.4, Kl = 0.75, K2 = 0.87, H2 = 0.22, KR = 1.04
then, At
-s 3.7 hrs
Soil surface node:
At s D-CP-Ax-(Ay/2)/[(H0-Ax) + Kl-Ay/AX + K2-Ax/Ay]
where: HO =6, Kl = K2 = 1.07, D-CP = 23.8
then, At ^ 1.14 hrs
Summary of other nodes:
Node Time limit, At
(hour)
T(33) 5.00
T(l) 3.90
T(41) 1.95
oa
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Heat Flow Estimate of Existing Building
Figure 28 indicates measured temperatures as well as average measured
temperatures. Shaded area is heat flow control limit for dealing with heat
calculations. For instance, temperature Tl is the average of thermocouples
TCI 5 and TC30, T8 is the average between T9 and T7 , etc.
The calculated samples following are estimates of "measured" heat flows
for November 12, 1984 at 8:00 a.m. only. Other dates and times for heat
flow estimates are similar calculations.
Heat gain QF > QF1 + QF2: net heat gain for building. Where:
QF1 = K-Al (T2 - TC15)/d1; assumed heat flow upward of slab
K = concrete thermal conductivity = 0.75 Btu/hr ft F
Al « partial floor area (assumed for heat flow upward) 34.5 ft 2
T2 « concrete temperature by averaging 73.5 F
,
[(TC30 + TC15)/2 » Tl
,
T2 « (Tl + TC15J/2]
TC15 = temperature at thermocouple 15 » 71.9 F
dl = path length of heat flow = 0.375 ft
QF2 » K-A2(TC13 - TC17)/d2
where: K = 0.75 Btu/hr ft F, A2 3 ft 2 , TC13 = 67.9 F, TC17 = 57.4 F,
d2 = 0.5 ft
Heat loss to the bottom: QB = KS-A-(TC33 - T3)/d. Where:
KS: soil thermal conductivity = 1.07 Btu/hr ft F
A = 37.5 ft 2
, d = 1 ft
TCB3 = 78 F, T3 = 76.5 F
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Heat loss thru edge (4 ft deep): QE » Kavg -A-(T4 - TC3)/d.
Where: K
avg = average thermal conductivity = 0.55 Btu/hr ft F
A = 4 ft 2
, d 6.67 ft
T4 (TC11 + TC14)/2 = 68.75 F, TC3 = 63.6 F
Heat storage: QS =
Q-f npu t - (QF + QB + QE), or it can be calculated by
weighted average method.
QS = m-CP-aT = ^-m-CP-AT for 3 hours
Where: i = floor, sand, soil
• m: average mass
CP: average heat capacity
AT: average temperature
Heat storage in concrete: QC = V-d-CP- (Tl 7* - Til) (Btu/8 hrs)
Where: V: concrete volume 0.5 ft x 37.5 ft 2
d: concrete density = 140 (Lbm/ft 3 )
CP: concrete heat capacity = 0.21 (Btu/Lbm F)
Til • (T2 + (TC17 + TC13)/2)/2 - 70.6 F @ 8:00 a.m.,
71.3 F 9 4:00 p.m.
Heat storage in sand: QSO « V-d-CP- (TC30* - TC30) (Btu/8 hrs)
Where: V = 2 ft x 37.5 ft 2
d = 106 Lbm/ft 3
CP 0.2 Btu/Lbm F
TC30 78.2 F, 78.1 F
Heat storage in soil: QSL = V-d-CP- (T3* - T8) Btu/8 hrs)
Where: V « 1.5 ft x 37.5 ft 2
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d « 140 Lbm/ft 3
Cp = 0.17 Btu/lbm F
T8 = (TT + T9)/2 = [[(TC30 + TC33J/2 + TC33]/2 + (TC12 + TC11)/
2]/2 74 F and 73.5 F
Total building loss: QLoss = QLoadl + QLoad.
Heat loss through concrete wall; QLoadl « Radiation + Convection
QLoadl [hc(TC10 - T5) + hr(TC15 - TC5)]-A
Where: he: convective coefficient » 0.307 Btu/hr ft 2 F
hr: radiative coefficient = 1.01 Btu/hr ft 2 F
TC10 = 68.6 F, T5 « (TC18 + TC17)/2 » 65.4 F
A = 7.5 ft 2
Heat loss through building wall; QLoad = UW-A1 - (TCT9 - TO) + UR-A2- (TCI 6 - TO)
Where: UW: wall thermal transmittance 0.076 Btu/hr ft 2 F
UR: roof thermal transmittance = 0.033 Btu/hr ft 2 F
Al = 9.75 ft 2
A2 » 37.5 ft 2
TO = 39 F
TC19 = 69.7 F
TC16 = 70.6 F
APPENDIX C
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C THE
N 1 1
N2 = 39
N3=N2*N1
N4*SOG
N5=N4-N2
N6 = 32
N7*N6*i
«1=N1»N2
12* 201
»3*N5-N2
M4*M1*N1
'<5 = N6 + N2
M6 = M4#*.3
«7 = ,15»N2
ii«,<i5«m
I2"233
I3=I2*N3
i».«5»ns
u«n»m
14" 154
I7»I3*N1
I3=I».N1
JT»1
J3 = 33
J9 = 3»
J10=40
LL = 14
NuHDAYsl
C THE AREAS CF THE SY:
»aC«o.5
A«I=17.25
AF=37.S7
AW = A'aI + awc
AR = AF
A3=AR* AWT,
C CONCRETE =RCP=RTY CI
C..FCS PLJO* CONCRETE
C PREVIOUS 1.05,142,2.
TCF=0.7S
RCF*i40.0
C ? = = . 2 1
RCr=R3r#CPF
c..f08 «all_cc1csete
roc=r:f
2 »'IN:0.47,115;«Ax:0.31,144.0.THE value
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C?C =
RCC =
LATI
r9G
TCI"
RSI"
CPI"
RCt"
roo
TCR"
S4FJ5 WALL
OCSCPC
N PROFeSTY CAT! C I 63
INS DATA 3*S:3*KS=¥;:***~
.023
7.0
.19
OISCPI
GATA «*::*s*33*s»as3S:s
.0256
.0
^
OR*CPR
3ATA *s*is*s»s::«at»a
.0256
.0
.20
GW*CP*<
L GATA AT 32F
26*5
tig.g
TCS=1.07
c?sg
RCSO
3R0A
= LT*
FT"3
FIT'
;cr:
5IT:
0.0
.17
DSsCPS
1.23
106.0
0.20
G=ERTY GATA AT 60 f.NOTSI RS*H ThESHAL RESISTANCE
.Ol'o
.0735
.2*06
GAsCPA
JrSAx
IONS Zr T!-E SLILOING "ATERIALS ANC TEMPERATURE SRICS
SLIILGING "ATiSIALS
• it
.0
.0
.0
.0
RSTCR
5/12.
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902
WT=«IT«STT
UCT=0.0
*Iri = a*I
'.C.-l = AhC
TXL«880AD*WIH
SC=wCT/TCC
71=0.58
50=0.167
RSF=0.S1CfGR grid omensions... .
S0NOC=3.0
rNCD=5.0
SIMa=O.OOGC00001714
D6Lj(I»l4.3/li.d
0ELXG=24.G/12.C
0gLX2«24.S
DELT=8. 0/12.0
GELY1 = '5.0
0ELY = 0ELY1/12.O
G"ELX=0ElXI
Oclxx=c;lxc
0ELYY=2.0
xx=cd:lx-0elxx)/2.c
yy = (c-'ly*c = lyy)/'2.c
xiy=celxi/:ely
xoy=oelxo/:ely
Kt»0ll.Xt»OIU
•T=S=0
ITERA=0
NUMC4Y«1
NUMsO
GX=OELX1/2.0
GX: = OEU2/2.0
GY=GElYl/2.0
GXX=GX*GXC
GFl==LT-GY
gs2=c=lyi-gfl
gcs:=0ely1--lt
gix*gelxi-=it
55«0|LX1-FT
33X=GXG»G5
GCF.FT-GX
3CI=GX-FIT
3C«ft-GCF
3iS=SCT-5ONO0aCjLYl
GTS=GFT.GY
GuC=FT/2.0-GCF
j J*G Y-GS5
3F=GY-GFT
GOS'GY.GO
GFS=GY»GF
3SL=GY*G3S
.aUIljING 0«T1
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THE RG
TC
fglnga
. . . F 3 R
TC
TC
0C
.. .FOR
TC
TC
oc
...fgs
TC
TC
OC
...FOR
C 8» < S J
TlL«»I
3=ARwR
RAGE T
»{• 5
1.1=1.0
^c= r!
UC'1,9
ERAGc
5« si
«»l.o/
ERAGc^
QM3IN!
PROPE*
CL = JT
"
c
:f j;
RF = RT
SF = CS
(NUHC
TIGN
CGNC
1X = C
;y*c
RIT*RCWF<Ay,ISWIT
R3A33RCR*3TTaTI
THE»AL TRANSI"ITTANCE 2? R3CF
R RG
RS
THERMAL TRANSHITTANCE C = 5GIL3ING
l~
T
JUl'
TC
*1«
SANG
121X =
till'
i2i = :
CGNC
33X = C
33Y-C
33=(G
CONC
3ax=:
34T»C
34 = (S
SANC
73X=C
7 3 = ( :
7AX = C
7-=c:
li3X =
lljT"
113=(
CCNC
153X =
153Y*
153 = C
1)3X =
153Y =
193=t
232X*
: j3TT
: r I
;
(ST
T*R
Y.c
:el
LXl
ETE
La:
C • T
*CG
ST:
LXl
TERIA
ATA F
TT/TC
•U I H 4
TY CA
T/TCS
CST»R
;.9>
SRTY
t SA
TCF*
'
/CGC
CGSC
GIL
TCSC
Il/C
SCGSL
t IN
/ C 3 I X
CC»FI
~*RCC
t SC
/CFT/
CS*G
FiSC
NSULA
/CGIX
S<3C*
/ C G S /
SCGCF
1/CGI
stc:
1»C =
i s
1/CF
TCC«
C3C*R
1/CGI
STCI
1 s < F I
TCSK
M
«!)/ Ae
i 2f OA
R STEEL
_ T • h I T/ T
SCST»yJH
TA :t-
RIT/T
IT*RCR)/
i2 TO 5C
DATA »IT
" CN NC
SO«TCSO)
3/TCS3*F
*«CS3+ GF
N N C 3 E
GCJTCS)
SS/TCSG*
SC$0»GC
SUL-TIGN
/TCF.FIT
-«TCI»GC
GCI3RCF
L AT NC
TCC»GS/T
CFSTCC)/
C»G$X3RC
TICK l S
/CCGFLST
RCC»FIT*
TCS»<=T/T
»RCC*GSX
X/TCSCtP
GG»TCC*G
T*«CI»5C
II I INS
T/TGI»GI
IT»TCI*G
CS*SSL«fl
X/TCS+FI
5C»TCC*0
T*8CI«0C
GELX1/CF
M
A TM :es
T3
'GELT
.T/TC
.SRC?
.21
:el
: R . s
Yl
Yl-GSSJ/TCS)
)/CG=LXl*3SLYl)
CUNDATIGN *ALL AT NG3E
)
=LY1/C=LT/TC=*GCS0/TCSC
SSC:))/CGY3CELXi)
34
33
)5>/0
))/<GY»GXX)
lit. AT N3CE »T3i7*.tll'
F*GS3»TCSC)/CELY1)»=IT/TC:)
CI)*GCI.-KGFL»RCr-GSG»RC3G) )/ C C ELX 1=CEL Y 1 )
;o
<RCS >>/CGXX»CELYl)
T/TCI)
.I8TCSO/CSLX1
iRCC*GCI«i<CSC))/(: = i.Xl*Oil.ri)
ILSTIGN AT Trie FCGT GF F3UN3ATI0N
/ccgs3-tcsg»gg-tcs)/3=ly1))
:-(:el»i/cgss/tcs:»G3s/tc5)))/g=lxi
S0)*GELYl»(FITsRCI«GC5RC:>)/C:=Lxl5 3cLYl)
/TCI)
I-TGS)/0ELX1
RCC*GCIiRCS))/t:ELXlsCELYl)
T/TCI»GC/TCC.GCI/TGS))»GTS)/C?LY1
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I"3«-L2LXl/CGS/TC3*FT,CC0TS*TCC-GF*TCi)/:ELYl>> L •'
r T
.„.?"34j(C S? X»^Tj*.of.GXX)*RC3»GTSsGCF»?CC}/C: = LYl»GXX)C sMMjJTUM SiTA «r iC^L L AVERAGE .INTER AH TEMPERATURE CALCUUTJCNS
DATS=317.0
TM5=55.C
TMA=54.0
1,1FA*0,(2«
AS*27.0
ASC*2S.O
C Trt=TA=0.Sl
TH|T»»S.54
Y = 0.0
C 3GINCARY CONDITIONS OF SOIL TEMPERATURE
00 10 IX=N2»N4,N3
TT(!x)»TCIX) N|:A):i
" rH
-
T '
10 Y"Y'CEIY
00 11 il«561,59S
t?ia5"Tcn*j
11 ttcia>=tcia>
C OUTSICc TEMPERATURES
- I5;'?i T»j0aC05CC2.C*3.1".lSSOATE/365.0)-Tr.£TA)
305 DcLTIM=1.0
GELTA=0.20
!HliT»l3.5
t;'iei=Ccltim
_t:'«e2»0cLTa
.aaaaTHE CGFflENTS OF TrtE TRANSIENT TERMS FGR =-;uATICNS aaaCOEFA»CELTIM/cr ELXIS, = LY)
^OEFEsCELTIK/CELXCaOELY)
CaiFC«CELT:«/(COEL»:»OELx;>a2EL»/:.0J
: :.-c.«u«CAY.E;.i) so to 3C6
aCCSC2.0a3.l-iSa
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LEVEL itpiv a
;l3aoi=o .0
tiC-b .0
H«=1.04
H$W«0.22
-UC = 0.24
*£v»o.i>
33=<TP-T TCi50COJ/14.0
Crt = .
J3"i
J4=33
J5 = 34
J6=39
DO 15 1= to ,360, 40
30 12 M- J3 ,J4
tch5"TF- CH
3 3 13 N = J 3 1 - 3
T(N)=TTC :;
J3=J3->40
KANSAS STATE LNIVERSITY VM/SP CMS
J4*J4*4C
J5=J5»4C
J6=J6+4C
CC PC?. UPSET INITIAL C0N0ITI3N ?5a*K*9¥siS4*n =
C IFU.GE.12C) 5»--1.10
C IPCI.GE.200) 03-1.
C
1= CH = C>"*33
3CC15 TTCI440)"TTCI)*02
Caa FGS UPSET INITIAL CGNCITIONS «*<=****:«*»* = «*:
C 34=0.0
I 05=12.5
C 03 59 J = 561 , 50C
C IPCJ.GE.5oi) 04=0.5
I I=CJ.GE.5S0) 34=1.5
C I=C J.GE.5S6) 35=32
C TCJ)=TTC5o:)*3:
C TTCJ)=TCJ>
C 39 35=35-34
CCCC3*3»s«**»s«»as
GO T3 907
3 HILL USE Tl-E 5TA5LE TEr P E ?ATU* ES T3 PSPLACE GuESSING TEM°E3ATuRES
701 33 13 1=1,21,10
K3=I
<4=I*5
00 17 N=l,15
REACCS, 50)C0CIO,i< = K3,«4)
<3=K2+4C
17 K4=K4*4C
13 CONTINUE
REAG C5,51)Tl,T2,T3,T4,T5,T£,T7,Ts,T3,T10,TU
50 POR"ATCiX,10=5 .1)
51 FGP..1ATeiX,llF4.3)
506 To >T1
TP =T2
TI =T3
T3 = T4
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T31=TS
TI1«TJ
TWI=T5
7uO=T5
HU = T7
HR=T3
rtlC'Ti:
HIV-T11
qloadi*
00 »3 !•
3 TCN>=OC
IFCNUMO
.PRINT 7H
URITECS
4 FORMATC
13X, 'TE =
2'. T. OS-
S', OELTI
".3X, '3SL
<7 = 20
0EFTHC1
00 20 I
OEPTHCI
hritec'
<7=K7*4
JRITECE
K3 = il
..9) 3J TO 907
ITIJL 3TEA0V CCN3ITICNS FOR
T9iTFiTI,TC|TmiTwgi«0iHI!|M!
3X,'THE STEACY INITIAL VALUE
.l,',TF=',F5.1.',TI=',F;.l,'
l,',rO=',F5.i,',A5=-,F5.2, >
,
F5.2,',CELTA=',F5.2,',.HEAT=
S THE STEADY TEMPERATURES: /
SYSTE".
i.oelti
i . 2/ / ,
OELTA.Or
T«I=",=:
HIC=',F:
.1.
21 1=1.15
4>67)0E?Th(I), CTCN) ,N«*S,K9)
21 K9=<9*«0
=ORMAT
FORMAT
7 FORMAT
7 US IT EC
3 FORMAT
13X, 'T«
2* ,T^0»
3', OELT
<»3X , 'THE
4%1 = 1
K2 = t.
L»=27
L5 = N3
LA = 1
L3=3
OEFTHC
00 l»
OEFTHC
C1X , =5.1 . ' : ' ,20=S.l)
S»iKS*aBS*» = AS;*KS!!;st~a!taa~S:w--S^SiWS:a«
C1X.FS.1.' : ' . 1 3= S .1 . * //•,7 = 3.1)
5.a8)T3 f TF.TI,TC.T'UI,T'UO.nO.HSirtI«
C //3Xi'THE STEACY INITIAL VALUES
s'tFS.i.'iTFs'.FE.l.'.TI^'iFE.l.'t
•, S 5.1.,hO»-,=5.2..hS=-,F3.2, 1 ,h
M=',F5.2,',0ELTA«',F;.2,',OHEAT='
"TEAOY TEMPERATLRES THAT AR; US;
^ :-::* = ;:;::^^
OELTA,
T.I=',
IIC" '.
EAT
1)=0.0
1=1,15
I»1)=CE?ThCI)»
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KRITECS.SO) CEPTHCD.C T C J) , J»K1 , *2 ) , ( T( < ) , K = L» . L5 )
Kl=<l+N2
K2=«2*N3
L4»L4+N3
14 L5=L5+N3
SO F0R.1JTC lXiP5.lt' :', 6=5.1.' .... '.7*J.l.' rT;.', 7 = 5.1)
C GO TO 900
GO TC 706
C....THE ASSUMPTIONS Cr THE VALuSS
666 ITSR=G
ITERA=0
Nu*=0
T3 >T1
TF =T2
TI *T3
TO = T4
r«i»Tj
T«0=T6
HO = T7
HH = T3
h:« = t;
HIC-T10
»1V«TU
T31=T3
au3*o|«o.g
OELTIH'1.0
OELTA=0.20
;h=4T=13. a
h£AT=.;hcAT
TIMEHCELTIH
TIHE2 3 CELTA
00 1.9 H=l,600
»3 TWOOO
U R I T E C 5 , a 4 )
34 FORMAT C//3X . '«»isa.s;ta¥=ai!a3SSSM T U E NEXT RESULTS = CR THE NEW IN
iSERTEG VARIABLE e»#»*»***#*»*#*»**»*»**»6*#»***#«5»B«---~^a-----^ '// )
55 IS. MS
;Si=*fHE""sECuNO*!f Is 3 T l3S*STA*TS
l
3i3HT eSLCM HERE «WW»*»»Wt*»*J"»*»*»***»
700 SJH2=0.C
00 22 Je-1,33
22 SdH2=SUM2»TTCJE)
r*«suM2/3|.a
ITERAT=54IT3R
IFCITERA.EO.O) 00 TO 70S
X'<lTf*j*S«lJ ITERA=0
C9 3 i99993 9 29 £ £ 3i i 5 29 i 3 35 5 2 3 32 S 2* 3
-.I?!:.ri^ = = = Ii r-:iTO = LTi__
o.'the constant raciatign'coefficient OF THE OUTSIOE TSM0ERATU3S.
0. .. .CONVECTIvE -I RAOIATIVE COEFFICIENTS VARY ;JITh TEMPERATURES
705 HIV2"0.i9»U»SCTI-T« 5 )4»< 1.0/3.0)
nIJ2=G.22SCA 50 CTI-T3))S»C1. 0/5.0)
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HlC2«0.22*(TP -TX)**(1. 0/3.0)
4«I«SI»«*C5**0.0«Tf)*»*.0-<*«0.0»T5)»»*.0>/CTF-T3)
C THE INSIGE TEMPERATURES 3P »I«
TTI = CD = LTA/CRCASVAIS))»<ArSnICSCTF-TI)*HI,ISAR »<T3 -TI)
l»HIV*a»I*CT3-TI))» TI
TT5 = OELTA/(RCESV3))»'(AF.inRuCTF-T = )»nr.. = aRs<TI-T3)
l»rtIVSA»I»<TI-T3)*LEsaieCTG-T3))»T3
; ThE HALL AVERAGE TEMPERATURE AT CLOSING TO » ALLG FGLNC AT ION ....
TUI2=CGELTA/CRC»STFA.<IS«T/2.0 ))3(CHIV»nR)SAUIS(TI-T'«I).TCL»a»..
l»CTWO-T«I)/l«T»TCL=C«T/2.0)»(TTt33)-Tu:) )»TWI
T.02 = CC:=LTA/1G.O)/CRC'-5T»A«ISUT /2 . ) ) *C MC*A J I«C'TC-T»G ) -TCLSA U I*
i(TaI-T ,.O)/<T*TCL-CGCr/12.0)i(TTC3*)-T«C)/<-IK/2.0)
G*TCLS<«T/2.0 -GCr /12.0)»CTTC33)-T'«C)/C'«IH/2.0))»T«C
«in»ii|a2
HIC*HIC2
HR*rlR2
HIV*HIV2
TI-TTI
T3=TT3
T J I * T'J 1
2
T»0=T»C2
itera>iters»i
IFCITERA. EG. HERAT) GO TO 702
GO TO 70*
C»»«««**«=*« T-<E LINE OEVIOES TWO INTERVAL TIMES "» »m"»» :
702 00 23 JK=Nl,N«
23 TCJK>=TT<JK>
L11)lll(lllDllUI<!IHl)l)l«M3ltlU>llIlt>i
GLOAOi* RCS* VE «C T3-TEl)»RCA»VAISsCTI-TIl)
T31" T3
TI1= TI
GO JPRINTON
C IFCNUM.CAY.LS.7) GO TO 703
IFCIT2R .EC. 4) 00 TO 707
;=<ITE5 .EG. 3) GO TO 707
i IFCIT2R .EG. 12) GO TO 707
IFCITER .EG. IE) GO TO 707
G IF<ITER .EG. 20) GO TO 707
IFCITER .=1.24) GO TO 7C7
:jusn«ni*i«»»i»«»m<nMt*!'"<'f<"m
-
7g|*fJMel **(J{,|,JC 5 Lf|J|
iFCITER .30.16) IHEATiO.O
IFCITER .EG. 24) ITER>0
INCITER .EG.O ) GnEAT* rEAT
IFCNUMOAY.LE.i) GO TO TCS
"»00 IF<ITES.EC.G.ANC.NLM0AY.EG.2) T0 = -1G.O
IF<ITER.EG.O .ANG.NLM0AY.EG.3) TO* 0.0
IFCITER. EC.). AM. NLMDAY .EG. 5 ) TC= 10.
IFCITER. EG.G.ANO.NL^OAY.EG.i) TO* 40.
C
IFCITER.EG.0.Ar\C.NL»GAY.EG.7) T0« 20.0
IrC.MUMOAY.EC.i) GO TO 300
IFCNUMCA f .EG. 4) GO TO 300
IFCNUMOAY.EO.i) 00 TO 300
loe
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GO TO 706
300 IFC ITER. ECO .ANCNLM3AY.E..4) TC= CO
IFCITER.ECO.ANCNLI'OAY.ECa) TC» 20.0
T0=TO-STEP
IFCITSR.EC3) 5TEP=-3.5
IFCITER.EC3) STE?=-4.0
IFCITER.EC10) 5TEF"-2.0
IrCIiaS.;C120 ST;P= 0.0
iF< ITER. =0.13) STEP" 1.0
IFCXTZS. SQ.ttS STEP" 2.0
CCSPRMTOFF
C#*TH2 FIRST CALCULATED CISTLRED TEMPERATURES astsawss:ftsa3a;:s?«ss=as = ?s
CaSasTHE IN3ULATE0 NC0E3 FOR «1 TO »521 5Y SCi'lG CCMN STEPS //////////
706 TTCl) = C-.0SC:EF«/RCF)aCl-IC*C0eLx:/2.0)SCTI-TCn)»rtR»(:ELXI/2.0)SCT
13-TC10)4TCFsCTC2)-TC1))/C2.0SXIY)«TC41YSX;Y*CTC41)-TC1))/2.0).T(1;
TTCM1)=<2.0<'COSF«/CC41)sCTC41YSXIY»CTCM1-n3)-TCM1))/2.0»TC41xs
lCTCfll»n-TCSl})/XIY»TCSC»XIYa(TCMl«N2)-T(.»l))/2.0)»Ttyl)
TT(31)=C;.0»COEF«/RCSC)4(TCSO»x:Y»CTC121)*TC41)-2.0«TC51))/2.0
1*TCS0SCTC82)-T<ai))/XIY » 5HEAT«C0ELX:/2.O))*TCil)
TTC121)=C2.0SCCEFA/OC121)SCTCS03XIY»CT(ai)-TC121))/2.0'TCI21Y
l*XIY»CTC161)-TCi21))/2.0-TCi21X«<TC122)-TC121))/x:Y >»TC121)
TTC161} = C2.0SC: = FA/RCS >s(TCS»x:ysi<tC201)-tci=1)>/2.0»TC121Y*
1XIY4CTC121)-TC1610)/2.0»TCS »(T C 162 O-TC 1 6 I ) )/ XI Y )»TC161>
DO 2*. J»M2»M3iN3
24 TTCU) = C2.O4C3cFA/RC3)s<TCS*XIY*(:TCJ-'N3)4TCU-N3)-2.OSTCJ0)/*.O
t*rCJ»CTtJ»l)-TCJ3>/Xl»)«TCJ)
ZzzmTHz INTERNAL NGOES FROM «2 - «31 TC SA2 - «552 6Y LOOP /////////
00 25 J=2,U
25 TTCJ)=C2.0*C0;ra/RCF)«ChIC40=LXI*CT:-TCJ))*HRaOELx:*CTS
l-TCJ>)4TCF*<TCJ-l)-TCJ))/<2.0»XIY)» TCF»(TCJ»l)-TCJ))/C2.0»x:Y)
2*TC41Y»XIYS(T<j«N3)-TCU)))4TCU)
00 26 K=M4,71
26 TTU) = CC:EFa/0C4l)3<TC41YS>XIY4<:TCK-N3>-TCK>>4TCSGSXIYSCTU»N3)-TC:<
1))4TC41X!=CTCK-1)-TCK»1)-2.0*TCK))/XIY).TCK)
00 27 L=M6illl
L2 = L»N3
L3* L*2fN2
TTCL)=CCOEFA/RCiO)SCTCSO*x:YaCTCL-N3)»TCL4N2)-2.0»TCL))*T2SOa
HTCL-l)»TCL»l)-2.0»TCL))/XIY*y|HEAT«CSLXI)«TCL)
TTC^2)a(CC;FA/CC121)»CTCS0»XIYSCTCL2-M3)-TCL2))»TC121YSXIY3<TCL2»
1N3)-TCL2))4TC121X»(TCL2-1J»TCL2->1)-2.0»TCL2))/XIY )*TCL2)
27 TT<L3)=CC0EFA/RCS >»CTCS SCT CL3- 1 ) *T ( L2 . 1 )- 2 . 04T C L 3 ) )/XI Y4TC3SlX:Y*CT(L3*N3)-T(L3))»TC121YtXIYtCT(L3-H3)-TCL3)))*TCL3)
M3»202
-9=232
00 25 L"6,LL
00 23 *»M3,M9
23 TTCK>*CC:EFA/RCS)*<TC3SXIY3CTCK.N3)->TCK-N3)-2.0«TCX)>*TCSsCTCX-l>i*TU*l)- 2.0STU))/XIY)»TCK>
M3=M3+N3
29 M9=M9*N3
;*i*3TAKING CARE MOO; -222 FOR ACCURACY //////// I ////////////////// I /
/
,TTC|3J>"CC;f.«J/;C5J*<TCS*XJt»<TC|7J l-TCSi )-2.0»TC222))
1«-TCj-><TU31)-TU32)>/x:Y4TC233X4CTC223>-T<232>)/X:Y)»T(232)
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*** THE NODES FR0» «35 TC «3S 4N0 GOING OC'JN TC «555 TO <539 u»«3:
00 30 JJ*NS,N2
30 TTCJJ) = C2.0SC3EF3/RCS)*<HCS.CSLXCS<TC-TCjJ))<-TCSsCTCJJ-!)
ljTCJJ.l)-Z.OaICJJ))/C2.0«XOY>»TCS4XCT*CTCJJ*N3)-TCJJ)))*TCJJ)
i9=i 5*N1
L1=N2»N2
00 32 N=2>LL
00 31 IW9.L1
31 TTCrt) = CC3EF5/RC30 = (TCS*'XGY*CTCM +N3>*TC/'-N3)-2.asTrM))+TCSsCTrM-ii
1*TC.H-1>-2.0*TCI«))/XCY>»T<*)
I9=I9*N3
32 L1=L1*N3
«*»SPfCgll. N0CE3 FOR «32 TC >192 /
/
//////////////////// I ///////// /
/
TTO<:) I C-.C3C0EFa/RCO*CHIC30ELXl3CTI-TC32))+'iRwCELx:
l»ao-TC32))<-TCrS.CTC21)-TC3 2))/C2.04XIY).rC33X4CTC33)-TC2 2))
2^ 2 I?r' i< ;!>tI c ', l!*XIY*CTC72 >-TC32))).TC32>
m
Pi"j T ;!! a92) " Tcli ' 3) * Tcl21x4(Ttl51 >- T '152))/XIY*TC:s3X4(TCI53)4-KlS2))/XIY) + TCiS*J
TTC192)=CCC2FJ/RCi )*CTCS *<T( 1 51 )-T { 1 32 ) ) / X I Y*TC 1 9 3XSC T C i 93
)
l-TC15-2))/XIT TCS*x:YaCTC232)-TC132>)*TC121Y-<XIYSCTC132)-TC192)>)
=*T.i| =iRT:CULAR N03ES FOR .33 TO » 553 /////////////////////////////
,
TT SN 7 );C2.CiCGEFa/CC33)4<:<:CElXI-wWCGCF )/12.0))*CHIC
l«CTI-T(h7))-;HR*(T3-T(N7)))-TC32XS(TC32)-TCI<7))/C:.0--.X:Y)
2*TCL»C«T/2.0)sCT3
-T(N7))/CIrt/2.0)»TC34XSCTCN7-l)-TC1.7))/
Jl^|apj^^^?§:^?^i^;iiUJl«^n^^7HH:K^
,n < liJ> I "0£F4/CC113)*aC:i3Y»XIY»CT(73)-TCl!3)}*TCil3Y!.x:Y;CT(ll = 3)-TCU3)>.TC7»X»CTtU4)-T(U3))/x:Y»TC113x*(T(;il2)-TC113))>x:Y
.
TIE};|S; CC :- F J< CC1S33 * tTi:iS3x = CTT C 152 '- r "S33)/X:Y»TC74Xa(T(154)
2))U(1 S3 J TC11jY<.XIY»CT(U3)-TC153)).TC;53Y»x:y=CTC153)-T(153)
.
rIJJ? 3 ' = cc := ?ll <0ClS3)»CTC193X5CTC192)-TC153))/x:Y*TC74X*CTC:9.)j-J<193>j/x:Y«TC193Y«x:Y*CTC233)-TU33)>*TCli3YSX:YSCTC153>-fci5;)
,^5 2;33 ' = ": =
c ^?C23 3)=<TC193Y*X:Y»<:T(19 3)-TC233))*TC233Y»XIYatT(
l 2
J
3 >-;< 233j>'TC<33J»CTC232)-TC23 3)>/XIY*TC234X*>CTC234)-TC233))/
00 33 X«If,I4,N3
33 TTU) = CCCEFA/ftCi)S'(TC3*XIY*(TCX + N3) + TCK-
1»TC«-1)
-2.0«TCX)VXIY).TC<)
*« T
!Jf,?;?
T j$"LAR NGC3S =0R »34 TO .534 3Y OCV.N STEFS / / 1 1 / / / 1 1 1 / 1 / 1
1
JI C *P; < 2 : ,3r <^=5S / ? C3 7> !i <"«""/ 12. o;*( to- tcne))*tc34xs.<tc
'"fri'-IS ia>>/u:Y»:.a)« TC34Y=cxx/cELY>*cuNe->N3>-Tc'i3>)
|*IS3J"«a?;l?_TtN83 " c2 ' l,* ,<01'3 *tcl«c:-cf/i2.o:»ct*o-tM8))/;.i'-i /2.Q)}+TCN0J
00 34 1=15, 16, N3
N3>-2.0»TCK))+TCS«CTCK«13
110
flLSt LEVEL XJNiJS STITc LNIVESSITY VM/SP CMS
34 TTCD = CC
1/2.0*1X7
TTC234)=
1Z34))/XC
21543-TC2
DC 35 L»
35 TTCL)*CC
1+TC5MXCY
2TC3SCTCL
:t=s=ite
* 4=0.0
33'O.fl
D FU ) = C C
DFC33)=C
t«-TCl«WT
33C1)*CX
33C53)*
33 4 I
IFCI3=0c
;sci}-x~
34*3 4*£
40 35«CS*C
<C»2
KD*33
K|»i
XF = 32
TC=TC34X
3C»=SC,=
DCH*CC33
32=0 .0
3l«o.o
C1=0.S
C2=4.0
DO -.3 L
51 » .
IFCL.DE
iFCL.se
ifu.de
ifcl.e;
ifcl.de
:ecd = c
I=CL.EC
ifcl.e;
i f c l . e ;
ifcl.de
ifcl.e;
IrCL.EC
IFCL.ED
ifcl.e:
ifcl.e;
ifcl.de
DDC.<D)«
:dcke)=
:-d 4«. k
EFC/DC74)*CTC34Y «C<CY»x:y>»CTCL*N3)'TCL->I3)-2.ISTCL))
X»CTCL-1)-TCL))/x:Y»TC5«CTCL*1>-TCL))/XC»).ICL)
CCC=FC/CC224>*CTC234XSCTC223)-TC234)>/x;y»t;S*CTC235)-TC
Y»TCSSCXIY«XDY)*CTC:74)-TC234))/2.C »TC34YaCXIY*XOY)«CTC
)/2.D)»7C234)
C/Sc!)sCTCS«x:Y»CTCL»N3)«TCL-N3)-2.0aTCL))/2.0
CL»N3)-TCL-N2)-2.0*TCL))/2.0»TCS5CTCL»1)-TCL))/XCY*
-TCL))/XIY)*TCL3
TflE HEaT LCAO CALCULATIONS n«<««H»t«i««iM*M>»»>
ELXI/2.0)*Crt!CSC TCI 3-TI3»Ha*C TCD-T3))
OSUI-»T*CGCP V12.3 )»CnICSC T C 32 )-T I 3-H34C TC233-T3))/2.3)aCTC33)-TWI)/C»UI/2.0)
"Y/2.0)?TCE»C TC;2D- TC56D)
I»»TCS4C TC5533- TC592))
Lx5sCHIC*C TCI3-TI3»MR*C TCI3-T333
YSTCS*C TO5Z03- TCI»560>>
CI)
CI)
III*
2) C
2) C
2)
6)
7)
140
lit
S3COS
530
:;:
zr.
->:
535
= ;c
tic
i»x
XY/
*C,
1 = 1 .
2"2.0
TC=TC7»X
TC=TC234X
;»tcs
.Y/CE
P.0C4
'=5CS
>»CC1
>«RCj
l=CC7
<»CC1
<-;ci
H = CC1
i=cc:
<=;cs0O»
L)»CC
LXDSTC--C TCK33- TCCO-H33
1
Ill
11.51 level KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY VM/3P CHS
OSCO=C1=<OELXI»OELY»CCPFCTTC><)-TCK))/OELTI
44 31»»l4jSCK5
3|«Sj*9I*«SCK8}«as<K03
Q3-eI*«jCU
KC=«C*4C
<G=«C»40
KF=KF*4G
*3 <c=KS*4C
Tj| a»Cl>«$8C33>*C3
T'OS =02
US0=URSC1.0/C1.O/ChR*HIU)*RR)>->AJI4C1
;loa3=lsdsasscti-t:)*qloaci
t. = t;f
-.tcj »t;s • fcs
aRITE C616I) T3,TF,TI,TC,T..I,Ti<C,rR,HI
list iJii'BiTj! .t;e ,t;s ,;loaoi
1',T'hI=,F4.1,*,TV<C=',F4.1,',HR = ',F5.3,*,mI
2',T;X: ',F6.2,4F7.2,F5.1 )
..TflE AVERAGE TEMPERATLRES FOR THE GEPTH
00 47 1=1,15
SdM3=0.G
SUM4=0.0
DO 45 W=J7, J3
45 SJM3"SUJO»T7(,1)
00 46 L=J9,J10
»6 3UM4 = SUi»4-.TTCl)
tavici,iter)= sum3 /33.c
taoc:,iter)= 5u»» / 7.0
tfiu,;ter> = ttcj3)
tfoci.:ter)=ttcj9)
J7=J7*N3
J8=J8>N2
J9 = J9->N2
»7 J10=J13»N3
J7»l
J3 = 23
J9 = 34
J10=»G
IFCITER.LE.24) GO TC 700
7G7 WRITEC = ,7C)ITSR,TIyEl 1 GHEAT,NU"'CAY
70 = S 1 a T C /lX.'THE RESULTS OF OISTUR3E0 TEMPERATURE
1ATICNS ANO TIME Or ',F6.2,' HOURS. ANO nEAT INPUT
2THE OAY OF ' , I 2// , 1 X , 'The RESULTS OF 0AT1 FOR TnE
2PATTERN SET =05 CGffARING TO THE OTHER VARIA3LE S
4 'DEPTH IN FEETS ' 1 20 X , 'TE»»E RA TUSE OISTRIEUTICN
300 LS=1
L7 = 6
L3 = 27
L3 = N3
71 1=1,15
/CI O/CHR-H iv;»r-j >) VA3
H :
»
HIV.T.,
,
F- 1, ',t: =
',3=5.2,
;,F4.i
FS .2
,
EACH HOUR..
«•««•»
F ',F5.
HANGING Zr THE
// , IX,
STEM'/ )
112
L£: LEVEL «AT=IV I KANSAS STAT; UNIVERSITY VM/SP CMS
WRIT EC 6, 77) DEPTH <I>,CTTCJ)iJ"L6iL7) 1 CTTCK),«-Ls..i.S')
L6=Lc4N3
l7=l7->ne
L3»L3+N3
71 L3=L3»N3
77 F3RMATC UtPS.lt' :',6F5.1,' ....', 7 = 3 . 1 , • FT3.', 7=3.1)
WRITE C6.73) T5,TF,TI .TCTWI.TWCUE ,URirO f T5P ,
lT03,TuE,T;S
73 POaMATC/iXt 'Tt»*tP5.ii'tTP«' iPS.lt '|TI» '»P5,lt *tTQ»*tP5,li
l'.TWI=*,F5.1 t '.TWO= ' , F5 .1 i *.U3=',F6.4, *,UR=*,F6.4, ' ,70= ' ,
F
.j'lTjjX: *t.»P{.i/5
33 r 3 = ii£3333333S333333333 = 333=i
IFCITER.LT.24) SO 73 703
"*UM0AY»NUMCAT*1
IF CNUMCAY.EO.10) GO TQ 555
---ILL 33 J33C 37 THE CCLLECTEC OATA
DO 7! "30 2 L'1,15
71 H = IT = C5i76)DEPTHCL3iCTAVICL,l0 1 K«l,24) I CTrULilOi«»lt2')i<TAV3CL 1 !t
ll,N«I,|4> > CtPOCL.j5>J«liS*5
78 FORM AT C lXiF5.1,':',24F5.1/,7X,24FE.l/,7X,24F5.1/ ( 7X,24F5.1/)
IFCNUMCAY.Ew.lO. ANC. ITES. EI. 24) GO TO 555
t» CNOPCAY.GE.4 ) GO TO 709
IF CUUMCAY.GE.c ) GO TO
,. -..49-13 753..
C 3 333 • 338• 5 i i 3 3 i 3 £ 3 3 3 i 3 3 3 i 3 2 35 S
703 WRITEC5,74) CT J IR C K ^ ) ,K K ~i , 2 A)
74 FCRHA7C//1X, 'HOURLY T0: - ,24F5.1)
GO TO 706
703 00 .1 L = l,21 ill
«A = L
Ko*L+9
DO 42 I»l , 15
URITEC5.75) CTTCK)iK=KA.K3)
KA=KA+4C
42 <3=«-:.4C
41 CGNTINUE
«RIT3C6>31) T3 ,TF,TI,TOiTWI,TWO>HO,HR ,HIl.,hIC,
75 FGRCATUX, 10=5.1)
31 = CRMATC1X,UFS.3)
IrCNUMCAY.LT. 4) 30 TO 703
355 STOP
5N0
CiPRINTON
I3NTRY
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ABSTRACT
Underslab thermal heating and storage systems have been "built for
one-story buildings because of lower electricity rates which may be avail-
able for off-peak use. Very few studies have been done on determination of
the heat flow and temperature behaviors of buildings using such systems.
An investigation of the heat flow and temperature characteristics of an
existing building were initiated with a computer model and then compared to
operation of an actual system. A mathematical model was developed for a
transient, two-dimensional, and finite difference heat transfer system to
represent storage bed, building, and surrounding earth, both adjacent to and
under the building floor. This model was used to determine the influence of
numerous parameters which affect the building heat flows and temperature
patterns
.
The parameters designated in the study are soil properties, building
thermal transmittance, edge insulation thickness, heat input intensity, time-
operating schedule, and climatic conditions. These parameters were studied
for their effect on an on-grade building, and for a below-grade building
with an embankment.
The results of parametric study shows the advantage — building tempera-
tures differed only a few degrees (°F) from floor to ceiling temperatures
.
Thus, level of human comfort is easier to maintain than with a conventional
heating system. Also, the system may cost less than a conventional heating
system for energy use if a low rate of "off" peak electricity is offered.
ABSTRACT
(Continued)
However, a sophisticated control system is essential to anticipate heating
load and provide the proper economics.
The results derived here from the parametric study can be used as a
tool for designing a system as well as for an operation guide to control
the system efficiently.
